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Abstract
In GIS-projects the data capture is one of the most time consuming processes. Both how
to collect the data and the quality of the collected data is of high importance. Common
methods for data capture are GPS, LiDAR, Total Station and Aerial Photogrammetry.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, UAVs, have become more common in recent years and the
number of applications continues to increase. As the technique develops there are more
ways that UAV technique can be used for collection of geographic data. One of these
techniques is the UAV photogrammetry that entails using an UAV equipped with a cam-
era combined with photogrammetric software in order to create three dimensional models
and orthophotos of the ground surface.

This thesis contains a comparison between different geographic data capture methods
such as terrestrial and aerial methods as well as UAV photogrammetry. The aim is to in-
vestigate how UAVs are used to collect geographic data today as well how the techniques
involving UAVs can replace or be used as a complement to traditional methods.

This study is based on a literature study and interviews. The literature study aims to
give a deeper insight in where and how UAVs are used today for geographic data captur-
ing with focus on three main areas: environmental monitoring, urban environment and
infrastructure, and natural resources. Regarding the interviews companies and other par-
ticipants using UAVs for geographic data collection in Sweden have been interviewed to
get an accurate overview of the current status regarding the use of UAVs in Sweden. Ad-
vantages, disadvantages, limitations, economical aspects, accuracy and possible future
use or development are considered as well as different areas of applications.

The study is done in collaboration with the geographic IT company Digpro Solutions
AB. The goal is to be able to present suggestions of how UAV data can be applied in
Digpros applications.

Information from the literature study and the interviews show that using a UAV makes
it possible to cover a large range between terrestrial and aerial methods, and that it can
replace or complement other methods for surveying and data collection. The use gives
the possibility to get close to the object without being settle to the ground, as well as work
environment profits since dangerous, difficult areas can be accessed from distance. The
data can be collected faster, quicker, cheaper and more frequent. Time savings occurs
in the measurement stage but compared to terrestrial methods more time is required for
the post-processing of the data. The use in Sweden is limited due to difficulties linked
to Swedish legislation regarding camera surveillance, as well as long waiting times for
the permissions that is required to fly. However, a change in the camera surveillance law
is expected which means that UAVs will be excluded from the law. That may result in
great benefits for everyone within the industry as well as a continued development of the
technique and the use of UAVs.
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Sammanfattning
Inom GIS är datainsamling en av de mest tidskrävande processerna. Både hur data sam-
las in samt kvaliteten är av hög vikt. Några av de vanligaste metoderna för datainsamling
idag är GPS, LiDAR, totalstation och fotogrammetri. Obemannade flygfarkoster, UAVs,
har de senaste åren blivit allt vanligare och användningsområdena fortsätter att öka. I
takt med att tekniken hela tiden utvecklas finns idag flertalet sätt att med hjälp av UAVs
samla in geografisk data. Med kamerautrustade obemannade flygfarkoster och fotogram-
metriska programvaror är det bland annat möjligt att skapa tredimensionella modeller
samt ortofoton av markytan.

Detta kandidatexamensarbete innehåller en jämförelse mellan terrestra- samt flygburna
metoder för datainsamling och obemannade flygburna metoder. Syftet är att undersöka
hur UAVs kan användas för att samla in geografisk data samt möjligheten att ersätta
eller komplettera existerande metoder, samt att presentera en övergripande bild av UAVs
användningsområden.

Denna studie bygger på en litteraturstudie samt intervjuer. Litteraturstudien syftar till
en djupare inblick i användningsområden för UAV tekniken med fokus på tre huvu-
dområden: miljöövervakning, urbana miljöer och infrastruktur samt naturliga resurser.
Under intervjuerna intervjuades företag och andra aktörer inom branschen med syftet att
göra en nulägesanalys av hur UAVs används för insamling av geografisk data i Sverige.
Det insamlade materialet analyserades med avseende på användningsområden, för- och
nackdelar, hinder, kostnader, noggrannhet samt möjlig framtida användning och utveck-
ling av tekniken.

Studien är gjord i samarbete med företaget Digpro Solutions AB som är verksamma
inom geografisk IT. Målet är att efter studien kunna ge förslag på hur data insamlad med
UAV kan appliceras på Digpros applikationer.

Information från intervjuerna och litteraturen har visat att UAV täcker ett stort spann mel-
lan terrestra- och flygburna metoder, och att den kan ersätta eller utgöra et komplement
till många mät- och datainsamlingsmetoder. Användningen av UAVs innebär möjlighet
till att samla in data på ett nära avstånd till objekt utan att vara bunden till marken. Den
medför även arbetsmiljövinster då farliga, svårtillgängliga områden kan nås från avstånd.
Data kan samlas in snabbare, enklare, billigare och mer frekvent. Tisdbesparingar sker
i inmätningsskedet men jämfört med terrestra mätmetoder krävs dock mer tid för efter-
bearbetning av mätdatat. Användningen i Sverige begränsas av svårigheter kopplade till
Svensk lagstiftning gällande kameraövervakning, samt långa väntetider på de tillstånd
som krävs för att få flyga. Dock väntas en ändring i kameraövervakningslagen som in-
nebär att drönare inte innefattas i lagen. Detta kan komma att medföra stora fördelar för
samtliga inom branschen samt en fortsatt utveckling av tekniken samt användningen av
UAVs.
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1 Introduction
In a GIS-project the data capture is one of the most time consuming processes. Decision
on how to collect data is therefore of high importance [1], along with the quality of the
data [2]. Depending on the project and its purpose, either pre-existing data can be used
or completely new data can be collected, by using methodologies for data capture such
as GPS, photogrammetry, remote sensing, LiDAR and more [1].

1.1 Background
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are aircrafts without an aircrew aboard, remote or au-
tonomously controlled by on-board computers. Unmanned aerial vehicles were initially
used for military purposes but are now frequently used by civilians for both commercial
and private purposes. Opportunities to use UAVs for new applications are constantly
emerging and this topic is discussed worldwide. For example, UAVs can be used by
traffic agencies for monitoring and control of road traffic, by survey organizations for
topographic, geological and archaeological survey or by electricity companies for power
line inspections [3].

Another important field of application for UAVs is within Geographical Information Sys-
tems (GIS). GIS consists of a series of tools that has the ability to understand spatial
awareness through the representations of geographic data [2]. This makes it possible for
policymakers, analysts, economists and marketers to visualize, question, analyse and in-
terpret data. Thus to be able to understand relationships, pattern and trends which graphs,
diagrams and tables cannot show [4]. The term geographic data includes everything that
has a geographic position such as maps, images and other fundamental geographic infor-
mation. It can be buildings, lakes and roads but also vegetation and population [5].

GIS users crave high quality, near real time and high-resolution imagery with fast deliv-
ery. UAVs offer the unique ability for users to capture their own data, on their own time
frame. Compared to manned aircraft UAVs can fly low, which means that the camera
captures high ground resolution. Since there is a large amount of overlap in the imagery,
digital photogrammetric processing results in 3D points clouds of similar resolution. The
delivery time is a few hours and the user can control the process and work with imagery
that meet the temporal requirements [6].

This report presents how the UAV system can be used as a geographic data collecting
tool, and how it might replace or complement other methods that today are used for the
same purpose. This is done by carrying out literature studies and interviews. Reports,
papers and articles where experiments and case studies are done using an UAV in combi-
nation with GIS from all around the world will be collected, summarized and analysed.
However, to get a deeper insight in how UAVs are used in Sweden today, companies and
other relevant participants currently using UAVs in Sweden will be interviewed.
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This project is done in collaboration with the company Digpro Solutions AB (Digpro),
which is seen by many as an innovator in the field of Geographic Information Technology
in Sweden. One of the main areas in which Digpro operates is in NIS, Network Informa-
tion Systems, with focus on utility networks such as gas, electricity, water, telecom and
heating. A presentation is done in this report regarding how UAV data can be applied in
Digpros applications, based on results obtained in this report.

1.2 Objectives
This study aims to investigate how UAVs are used for collection of geographic data as
well as how they might be able to replace or be used as a complement to existing methods
for geographic data capture. Advantages, limitations, efficiency and economical aspects
of using UAVs are considered as well as different areas of applications. Regulations will
also be considered and discussed. Furthermore, the study investigates whether UAV data
can be of use in Digpros geographic information systems for network management and
urban planning in particular.

1.3 Limitations
This report does not attempt to make comprehensive lists of UAV platforms, instruments
or other technical details. Rather, it tries to give the reader an overview of what is possible
today and in the future.

1.4 Method
This study is based on a literature study and interviews. The description of the working
methodology for each part is described below.

1.4.1 Literature studies

Accessible and free papers, journals, articles and case studies related to the use of UAVs
as geographic data-collecting tools have been looked into. The focus has mainly been
on studies done in different environments and areas to explore the applications of UAVs.
Relevant information, results and conclusions made are taken in consideration and are
presented in section 3, Investigation of Applications of UAVs. Many studies were found
but not all are included in this report. Instead, critical selections were done where too
technical or too similar studies were excluded. Technical details such as UAV type,
navigation system, height and more have also been excluded since it is outside this reports
limitation.
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1.4.2 Interviews

According to Kvale the qualitative interview is a powerful method when it comes to
collecting experiences from people’s life since they in the qualitative interview can them-
selves with their own words and convey their message from their own perspective. Since
the purpose of the thesis work is to map the user’s experiences of UAV-applications this
method have been considered to be suitable [7].

In the preparation and execution of the qualitative interviews the following approach
described by Trost have been used [8]. Knowledge of the subject have been collected
through a literature study and dialog with people that has expertise knowledge within
the field. Thereafter a guide for the interviews were compiled in form of a list that was
used as a support throughout the interviews. During the interviews concrete questions
were asked based on the list but the respondents had chance to steer the conversation
themselves. The interviews were recorded and transcript afterwards. Recording the con-
versation instead of taking notes has the advantage that it enables the possibility to have
full focus on the interview [8].

In the selection of respondents companies and other users of UAV for collection of geo-
graphic data of different kinds and sizes was desired. The final eight participating respon-
dents consists of one municipality, one researcher within forestry, two consulting firms
within surveying, one within construction, one provider of GIS software, one within ur-
ban planning and design and one company within oil, gas and thermal technology. The
selection of respondents is considered as well distributed and can therefore help to inves-
tigate the use of UAV for collection of geographic data in Sweden today.

1.5 Related Work
There are a number of publications which review the application areas of UAVs. Here
we mention the most comprehensive and recent ones.

In a review by Salami et al. about recent research regarding flight experiments using
UAVs for remote sensing of vegetated areas, including both crops and precision agri-
culture, applications as well as forest and rangeland applications. It is concluded in the
review that UAVs appears to provide a good complement to the current remote sensing
platforms due to their promise of low-cost and high resolutions [9].

In an article by Colomina and Molin the evolution and state-of-the-art of the use of UAS
in the field of photogrammetry and remote sensing is discussed. The recent unmanned
aircraft, sensing, navigation, orientation and general data processing developments are
reviewed with emphasis on the nano-micro-mini UAS segment. The conclusion is that
technologically speaking, UAS-sourced photogrammetry and remote sensing are mature
enough to support the development of geographic information products and services, and
more new UAS technologies and applications in photogrammetry and remote sensing
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will be seen in coming years [10].

Studies show that a useful application of UAVs is forestry. In Forestry applications of
UAVs in Europe: a review, by Torresan et al, an overview of applications in forest re-
search is presented, followed by a discussion of the results obtained from the analysis
of different case studies. The study shows that successful implementation of UAVs in
forestry depends on UAV features, such as flexibility of use in flight planning, low cost,
reliability and autonomy, and capability of timely provision of high-resolution data [11].

Another application of UAVs is in the field of remote sensing. In a study Pajares dis-
cusses the use of UAVs in collaboration, coordination and cooperation in remote sensing.
The study also proposes a collection of applications in several areas and show that a
combination of unmanned platforms and sensors together with methods, algorithms and
procedures provide the overview in different remote sensing applications [12] .

With the advancement of geospatial technology, it is possible to map boundaries of base
parcel fabric in an entire country. This can be done using either high resolution satellite
images or high resolution orthophotos created using low flying photogrammetry with an
UAV. Low flying soft photogrammetry is also known as UAV photogrammetry. The pa-
per ”A Pragmatic Approach to Establishing the Cadastral Parcel Fabric for Sustainable
Land Management in Sri Lanka” written by Rupasinghe introduces a practical approach
to creating the cadastral parcel fabric in Sri Lanka efficiently, using the state-of-the-art
UAV photogrammetry technology proposing a methodology to reengineer the workflow
of an existing title-registration system [13].

In the book ”Unmanned Aircraft Systems” the author mentions the economic reasons
as an advantage of UAVs compared to manned aircraft. The author states that the UAV
typically is smaller than a manned aircraft used in the same role, and it is thereby usually
considerably cheaper in first cost. Operating costs are less since maintenance costs, fuel
costs and hangarage costs are also less. The labour costs of operators are usually lower
and insurance may be cheaper, though this is dependent upon individual circumstances.
The overall cost is said to be depending upon the surveillance requirements, but it is in
this literature estimated to be in an order of 40–80% of manned aircraft cost for an UAV
together with an UAV control station. The operating cost is estimated to about 40% or
less overall [3].

In an article by Sauerbier et al. the practical application of UAV based photogrammetry
under economic aspects is investigated. A test data set is used to investigate cost effec-
tiveness and identify weak points of UAV photogrammetry. It should be noted though that
the test is based on digital customers cameras. For larger UAVs equipped with medium
format cameras the situation would be different. The conclusion in the article is that the
efficiency of UAV photogrammetry in comparison to other measurement technologies
depends on several factors such as the size of the area of interest, which in turn influ-
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ences the number of involved images. The UAV based photogrammetry is considered
as good in smaller areas, up to 100 hectares. While flight planning and flight operation
are already quite efficient processes, the bottlenecks identified in the article are mainly
related to image processing [14].

UAV data can also be used as a complement to data from other sources to provide en-
riched data products. In an article Breetzke discusses the use of UAV as a geospatial
tool, and the conclusion is that by using an UAV for data collection it is possible to get
reliable, repeatable data capture that does not come at exorbitant costs. The author claims
that it is through UAVs that the geographic information systems industry has the ability to
explode further into providing decision support for their related industries. Furthermore
can UAVs bring the access to content that GIS relies upon [2].

1.6 Current Status of Legislation and Processes for Permission
The use of UAV photogrammetry involves flight with unmanned aircrafts, aerial pho-
tographing and often distribution of the images and information about the landscape.
The data can therefore be regarded as sensitive information and in order to protect the in-
tegrity of our society there are regulations and laws regarding the use of UAVs equipped
with cameras. The legislations may provide obstacles for the purpose of using UAVs
for collecting data. The following section will review the legislation and processes for
permission that concern these parts.

1.6.1 International legislation

Since the early 2000s countries have gradually established individual national legal frame-
works for UAV use. The regulations of different countries diverge, but all UAV regulation
aim at one common goal: minimizing the risk for other airspace users and for both people
and property on the ground. Common for all regulations are mandatory platform regis-
tration, obligatory insurance coverage and standard pilot licensing procedures.

Principally, the regulations target the management of risks and minimization of perceived
harm. Within UAV contexts these harms are mainly malfunction, mid-air collisions and
consequent damage to persons and properties on the ground. To address the risks there are
three key aspects that UAV regulations focus on: targeting the regulated use of airspace
by UAVs, imposing operational limitations and handling the administrative procedures
of flight permission, pilot licenses and data collection authorization [15].

1.6.2 In Sweden

When flying with an UAV there is always an obligation to comply existing laws and
rules. Laws that should be applied depend on the purpose of the UAV. A rule that is
common for all applications is that UAVs should always be within sight. Permission
from Transportstyrelsen, the Swedish Transport Agency, is required for all commercial
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and research business, as well as other missions that cannot be seen as entertainment
or recreation. Furthermore, permission is always a demand, regardless purpose, for all
flight without sight of operator [16]. In October 2016 the Supreme Court concluded that
UAVs equipped with a camera is covered by the rules in the camera surveillance law.
This means that a permission is needed to fly in public areas [17].

In April 2017, the Swedish government submitted a proposal about an exception in
the camera surveillance law. The exception means that camera surveillance from UAVs
equipped with cameras should not be included in the law. This means that companies
and individuals should be able to fly with camera equipped UAVs without any permis-
sion. The amendment is proposed to come into force the first of August 2017 [18].

Permission is also required for flying within an airport control zone, which in some cases
extends for several miles outside the airport. An UAV flying within an airport control
zone exposes the flights for huge risks, there exist several cases where all air traffic was
cancelled because of an UAV. It is mandatory to always contact the closest airport within
the area that should be flown in to apply for permission [19].

2 Geographic data collection
Geographical data can be collected in many ways and many different systems are used to-
day. All systems have both advantages and disadvantages and the choice of which method
to use usually depends on the project, time acquired for the project and the budget. This
section briefly presents some of the methods used to collect geographical data as well as
products such as 3D model and orthophotos, which are possible to obtain by using UAV
data. Geographic data collection methods can be divided into two categories; geodetic
surveying and remote sensing. Until a few years ago all geodetic surveys were terrestrial,
but nowadays both terrestrial techniques as well as satellite techniques are used [20].

Geodetic surveying involves measurements where the objective is to accurately deter-
mine coordinates of points in the terrain. Horizontal surveys only identify measuring of
horizontal positions of points and features in order to establish its geographical location,
obtaining just coordinate pairs. Determining of elevation relative to a reference surface,
or the difference in height between vertical positions are identified as vertical surveys,
where the most common reference surface is the geoid (mean sea level). Surveying in-
volves methods such as total station, GNSS and terrestrial LiDAR [21].
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Figure 1: Illustration of the geographic data collecting methods remote sensing and pho-
togrammetry. Geographic data is captured using an airborne vehicle equipped with a
sensor and a GPS/IMU system. The obtained data is transferred to ground stations for
further processing such as 3D modelling by stereophotogrammetry. (Source: [22])

Remote sensing refers to technologies, commonly instruments or sensors mounted on
aircraft or earth-orbiting spacecraft, for recording electromagnetic energy that emanates
from areas or objects on or in the Earth’s land surface, oceans or atmosphere which pro-
vides a way to identify, delineate and distinguish between them which can be seen in Fig-
ure 1. The data are geospatial in nature, meaning that the observed areas and objects are
referenced according to their geographic location in a geographic coordinate system [23].
Many remote sensing systems offer a wide range of spatial, spectral and temporal param-
eters to meet the needs of different data users [24]. Remote sensing involves methods
such as radar, airborne LiDAR, thermal imagery and photogrammetry [23].

2.1 Basic Principles of Data Collection Methods
The following section will present the methods and principles of the techniques most
commonly used for collecting geographic data today.

2.1.1 Total Station

Separate terrestrial instruments for angular and distance measurements were used in ear-
lier days for surveying; theodolite for angular measurements and EDM-instruments for
distance measurements. A more common measuring instrument today is a total station,
which is an electronic theodolite integrated with an electronic EDM-instrument. It mea-
sures both distances and angles at the same time, which gives an opportunity to determine
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both the horizontal and vertical coordinates between points [20]. During surveying, hori-
zontal and vertical angles together with the distance are measured. Distance is measured
by emitting laser beams from a total station on a target or a prism and detecting the laser
beam reflected. The distance can then be obtained by measuring the time needed for the
laser beam to travel and its known velocity. Different mathematical methods can then be
used to obtain coordinates of unknown points (planar) while classic trigonometry can be
used to obtain the height [25].

A total station has the ability to store data and to carry out advanced calculation coordinate-
and area calculations, controllers etc. This data can then be transferred into a computer
for further processing either back in the office or on the field [20]. The measurement
uncertainty during terrestrial measurements is dependent on the distance between points
and other factors, but can get as low as in mm-level [25].

2.1.2 GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a generic term for a satellite based navigation-
and positioning systems. The American GPS and the Russian GLONASS are two ex-
amples of GNSS [26]. Satellite navigation is a method where the position, speed and
time can be determined via radio signals from satellites at any point on or near the
earth [27, 28].

GNSS consists of three segments; a space segment with constellation of satellites of the
height nearly 20 000 km, a control segment which has monitoring and control stations
to monitor, control and update the constellation of satellites and a user segment which
includes the receivers to give positions, velocity and time of the user [29].

To determine a position using GNSS the user must have an antenna that receives the
signals coming from the satellites, and a receiver, which translates these signals [28]. By
measuring the delay for the signal to travel between the satellite and the antenna and by
knowing the speed of the signal, which usually is the known speed of light, it is possible
to determine the distance between the satellite and the receiver. The time for the signal to
travel between the satellite and the receiver is handled by two clocks; one in the satellite,
and on in the receiver. At least four satellites with known positions are needed to solve
the four unknowns: three components of position coordinate plus clock errors [30]. The
precision can reach a level of 1 cm up to 10 m in real time and up to some millimetres
in post- processing, depending on the way the computation is done and the quality of the
GNSS receiver [28].
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2.1.2.1 DGNSS and RTK

There are two types of positioning systems; absolute positioning and relative positioning.
Using absolute positioning like for example a GPS means that the position is measured
directly by the GNSS satellites using only one receiver, which is illustrated by Figure 2.
By relative positioning two or more receivers are needed where all receivers are measur-
ing towards the same set of satellites and the position is measured relative one or more
points with known positions, which is seen in Figure 3. Relative positioning lowers the
position uncertainty [31].

Figure 2: Absolute positioning.
(Source: [31])

Figure 3: Relative positioning.
(Source: [31])

While surveying, a reference station in form of a receiver that are placed above a known
point is needed as well as a rover, which is a moving GNSS-receiver placed above un-
known points that are about to be determined [32]. The rover is combining its observa-
tions with the observations from the reference station via a data link and reduces the error
sources to finally deliver the position [31].

Differential GNSS (DGNSS) is a generic term for relative measuring in real time [33].
DGNSS is primarily used to describe the relative methods, based on code measuring.
This is a more simple and robust principle compared to phase measuring, which is usu-
ally referred to real time kinematic (RTK) [33]. The measuring uncertainties for code
measuring are in decimetre level while it is in centimetre level for phase measuring [34].
A reference station can either be permanent or temporary. A Network RTK implies a few
permanent reference stations that are cooperating to deliver good quality of observations
and corrections. The Swedish reference station network is SWEPOS [35].

2.1.3 Thermal Imagery

A thermal scanner is multispectral scanner that senses only in the thermal portion of the
spectrum. The thermal infrared spectrum extends between 3 and 15 micrometres, but
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due to atmospheric effects these systems are restricted to operation in either, or both, the
3-5 micrometres or 8-14 micrometres range of wavelengths. It is called thermal since the
emissions in this interval are related to the temperature of the object [36].

There are two kinds of temperatures; kinetic- and radiant. Kinetic temperature is what
one normally thinks of when mentioning temperature. It is the internal temperature, an
internal manifestation of the average transnational energy of the molecules constituting
a body. Radiant temperature on the other hand is the external temperature of an object.
Any object with a temperature greater than absolute zero emits radiation. The intensity
and spectral composition of the radiation are a function of the objects material type and
temperature [36].

When performing thermal scanning, the different temperatures in various times of day
can be utilized. What also needs to be taken into consideration is that heating and cool-
ing rates is different for different kind of materials. Thermal capacity determines how
well a material stores heat, and thermal inertia is a measure of the response of a material
to temperature changes. In a thermal image objects with high temperature appears bright
while objects with low temperature appears dark as seen in Figure 4 [36].

Figure 4: A thermal image. Objects with high temperatures appears bright while objects
with low temperature appears dark. (Source: [37])
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2.1.4 LiDAR

LiDAR, light detecting and ranging, is a airborne or terrestrial surveying method where
pulsed laser light is used to determine the distance to a target [38].

2.1.4.1 Airborne LiDAR

Airborne LiDAR is laser scanning performed from airborne vehicles [39], see Figure
5 for an illustration of the method. It is an active remote sensing technique that can be
used to provide Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) or for characterization of trees, shrubs
and other vegetation. The method allows survey of difficult terrain and large areas [38].

The technology involves transmitting pulses of laser light towards the ground, taken from
side to side in a swath as the aircraft flies along the path and is measuring the time for the
pulse to return. The distance can then be obtained between the sensor carried by the air-
craft and the ground using the known speed of light [38]. The aircraft is equipped with an
airborne GNSS for coordinates of sensor location, an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit)
for measuring the angular orientation of the sensor with respect to the ground, rapidly
pulsing laser (100 000 to 1 000 000 pulses/s) and an on-board computer [36]. All this is
needed to construct a terrain surface [38].

Flight lines are planned with an overlap of 30% to 50% to ensure that data gaps do
not occur in steep terrains. The system requires a survey ground base location to be es-
tablished near or in the project area and also for other post processing corrections [36]. A
LiDAR sensor can receive multiple returns of laser beams. The first return can for exam-
ple indicate the top of a tree canopy and the last return represent the underlying ground.
Both horizontal and vertical precision depends on the flying height [38].

Figure 5: Airborne LiDAR. (Source: [40])
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2.1.4.2 Terrestrial LiDAR

Terrestrial LiDAR is based on the same principle as the aerial LiDAR, but the laser scan-
ning is performed on the ground. It is today used for cost effective, accurate and detailed
3D modelling and documentation of objects and environments. The terrestrial LiDAR is
in comparison to the airborne LiDAR used in more varying environments and conditions
and can be used both inside and outside [41].

Measuring with the terrestrial LiDAR is done using a scanner placed on a tripod on a
suitable place and from a certain distance from an object. By automatically moving the
laser pulse horizontal and vertical the distance is obtained to many of points on an object.
Horizontal directions and vertical angles are measured for each laser beam to obtain 3D
coordinates for each measured point. This results in a collection of 3D coordinates called
a point cloud [42].

2.1.5 Aerial Photogrammetry

Photogrammetry is “the science of measuring in photos” and belongs to the field of re-
mote sensing [43]. With photogrammetry it is possible to determine size, shape and
location of depicted objects by measuring in images [44], this without a need of physical
contact to the object [43]. Measurements can be performed using a single image, a stereo
pair or in a block of two or more images [44]. Measurements done in one image can only
give 2D coordinates, while 3D coordinates can be obtained using two or more images of
the same object, captured from different positions. This is called stereoscopic viewing or
stereo photogrammetry.

There are two different types of cameras; consumer cameras and metric cameras [43].
The photogrammetric cameras specially developed for aerial surveys are metric cam-
eras, which are precision instruments of which the internal geometry is precisely known.
These cameras are insensitive to the vibrations caused by an aircraft in the air and the
focal length of the camera is fixed and remains stable. The lenses have been carefully
polished to prevent lens distortions, enabling the realization of a near-ideal central pro-
jection. The geometry of a camera is modelled as a central projection. That means that
the bundle of rays reaching the camera is passing exact through one common point, the
projection centre, to finally reach the image plane [45].

Each image needs to be orientated, which means that the exact position of the image
needs to be determined within a coordinate system. An interior orientation as well as
an exterior orientation needs to be done. An interior orientation is done to establish the
relation between the camera-internal coordinate system and the pixel coordinate system,
while the exterior orientation is done to calculate the relation between image and object
coordinates [43]. This is done by determination of the coordinates of the projection cen-
tre, by either indirect or direct determination, where the direct is based on using a GNSS
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receiver on board the platform and the indirect on using a set of well distributed ground
control points (GCP) [45]. A GCP is an object point which is represented in the image
and from which the 3D coordinates are known. By using a known point on the ground,
which is also represented in the image, it is possible to orient the image in the coordinate
system [43]. Direct georeferencing has during the years gained in popularity. By using
an integrated GPS/IMU, it is possible to get direct georeferencing without using GCP.
The system is highly explored in many articles, paper and journals [44, 46–48].

Another factor that needs to be taken in consideration is the amount of image overlap [43].
While performing air survey the images are recorded in series of strips, creating a block.
One flight entails hundreds of recorded images [45]. Two neighbouring images within a
strap usually have a longitudinal overlap of approximately 60 to 80% and an lateral over-
lap about 30% [43]. Photogrammetry is a complex system and the quality as well as the
final data depends on many factors, such as the type of sensor, flying height, radiometric
and geometric resolution, image matching and image overlap [43, 49].

2.1.6 UAV

An Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) consists of a number of subsystems such as a
control station, an aircraft carrying a payload, a communication system between the con-
trol station and the aircraft and other support equipment. The aircraft, referred as an
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is operated without an aircrew aboard and is instead
controlled by a remote control or autonomously by on board computers. There are many
different types of UAVs and depending of the air vehicle itself and its sub-systems, it can
be used for different types of missions. Compromises must be made when it comes to
what type of camera to use, what sensors the UAV will carry, the size of the UAV, weight
limitations and type of navigation system. The size, mass and the requirement for the
electrical power supplies are usually the principal conclusive factors [50–56].

Among other things, UAVs can be used for remote sensing, photogrammetry and sur-
veying. Optical cameras, thermal images, RADAR, LiDAR and many other types of
cameras and sensors can be placed on board an UAV and along with a navigation system,
geographic data can be obtained [3]. The captured data can then be used for example
classification, image interpretation, photogrammetry, surveying, Remote sensing refers
to technologies, commonly instruments or sensors mounted on aircraft or earth-orbiting
spacecraft, for recording electromagnetic energy that emanates from areas or objects on
or in the Earth’s land surface, oceans or atmosphere which provides a way to identify,
delineate and distinguish between them which can be seen in Figure 1. The data are
geospatial in nature, meaning that the observed areas and objects are referenced accord-
ing to their geographic location in a geographic coordinate system [23]. Many remote
sensing systems offer a wide range of spatial, spectral and temporal parameters to meet
the needs of different data users [24]. Remote sensing involves methods such as radar,
airborne LiDAR, thermal imagery and photogrammetry [23].
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2.2 Examples of Products Based on Geographic Data
Following section presents the products which can be created with the data collected us-
ing the methods described in the previous section 2.1 Basic Principles of Data Collection
Methods.

2.2.1 Image Interpretation

Image interpretation is the most basic form of remote sensing analysis, consisting of
manual identification of features in a remote sensing image through visual interpreta-
tion. Visual interpretation of satellite images includes the meaning of the image content
but also goes beyond what can be seen on the image in order to recognize spatial and
landscape patterns [57, 58].

2.2.2 Image Classification

Image classification refers to the task of extracting information classes from a multiband
raster image [59]. Pixels are the smallest units represented in an image, and image clas-
sification uses the reluctance statistics for individual pixels to group them. The resulting
raster can be used to create thematic maps, an example of a thematic map is presented
in Figure 6, and the technique is widely used for land use or land cover mapping. The
classification of land cover is based on the spectral signature defined in the training set.
Each class is determined on what it resembles most in [60].

Figure 6: A classified image where red represents Parkinsonia and green other vegetation.
(Source: [61])
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2.2.3 Orthophoto

An image will, in practice, never have the same scale at every point. Corrections therefore
need to be applied to get an image with a uniform scale. That means that the image
has to be transformed from a central projection to an orthogonal projection. In areas
where the terrain is flat, corrections for tilt are enough. The correction process is called
rectification and requires four Ground Control Points for each image. When the terrain is
not flat, relief distortions have to be eliminated which requires elevation data that usually
is presented in the form of a DEM. The image is then orthorectified, which means that
the image is cleared from scale distortions due to terrain height and camera tilt, resulting
in the same scale everywhere in the image. An orthorectified image is called orthoimage
or orthophoto. An orthophoto is an image transformed from perspective projection, see
Figure 7, to orthogonal projection, see Figure 8, by the performance of corrections for
tilt and relief displacement. Using orthophotos and DEMs in combination makes it able
to extract 3D coordinates of points [45].

Figure 7: Perspective projection.
(Source: [62])

Figure 8: Orthogonal projection.
(Source: [62])

2.2.4 DEM, DTM and DSM

Digital elevation model (DEM) is a generic term for digital terrain model (DTM) and dig-
ital surface model (DSM) and provides an elevation property with reference to a specified
origin. The property may be height or depth, depending if the value is measured opposite
or in the direction to the gravity field of Earth. A DTM describes only bare surface of the
land or sea floor in comparison to a DSM, which also includes height of all static features
like for example Vegetation, cars and buildings as illustrated in Figure 9 [63]. A DEM is
usually provided by photogrammetry or aerial LiDAR [20] but can also be accomplished
by using terrestrial methods like terrestrial LiDAR, total stations or GNSS systems, but
then usually need a complement from aerial methods mentioned above [64].
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For each position only one elevation value is included which makes this a 2,5D model
expressed in three coordinates, where every point (x,y) is uniquely associated with a
z-coordinate representing the elevation. 2,5D elevation models can only be used for cal-
culation of surfaces but not for calculations of volumes [63].

Figure 9: The DSM is represented by red and describes the surface including build-
ings and trees. The DTM is represented by green and describes only the bare surface.
(Source: [65])

2.2.5 3D Models of Buildings and Terrain

3D point clouds as seen in Figure 10, used for 3D modelling, are based on the same
method as the DEM, where surveying methods like e.g. photogrammetry or LiDAR are
used to measure systemic details of buildings, walls, windows and rooftops. In compari-
son to the DEM which only obtains one elevation value for each point, the 3D model can
measure more than only one elevation for each point which makes it possible to calculate
volumes for example [42].

Figure 10: Point cloud obtained by LiDAR. (Source: [66])
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3 Investigation of Applications of UAVs
This chapter presents a review of several papers, journals, articles and case studies related
to UAVs and their use as a geographic data collecting tool. The main focus is primarily
to look deeper into where and how UAVs can be used today. What experiments are done?
What is explored and what consultations related to the use and the application areas are
made? How can an UAV be used as a complement to another data collecting method, or
completely replace it? The chapter is divided into three parts depending on the explored
area of use; environmental monitoring, urban environment and infrastructure, and natural
resources.

Results and conclusions made in these papers, journals, articles and case studies are all
based on different types of techniques, equipment and post processing methods includ-
ing different softwares. One of the main technical areas that is explored is the navigation
system used for UAVs [50–56], which is also what the accuracy obtained in the results
mainly depend on. Since this reports purpose only is too look deeper into how and where
UAVs can be used and how they can replace or complement other methods, all technical
details are excluded and no technical comparisons are made or taken into account if not
relevant for this report. By this meaning that comparisons between the models of UAVs,
sensors, batteries or navigation system used wont be mentioned. Only general conclu-
sions related to the purpose of this work as well as accuracies and precisions obtained are
presented.

3.1 Environmental Monitoring
This section presents a review of applications within environmental monitoring and cov-
ers natural disasters and hazards, documentation of historical objects, and vegetation and
water monitoring.

3.1.1 Natural Disasters and Hazards

Landslides is a worldwide phenomena that can have a strong economic impact on the
infrastructure and even result in fatalities. Accessing and mapping such locations can
be dangerous and unapproachable [67]. The applications of UAVs in landslide mapping
and practical examples are found in many scientific papers, articles and journals [67–75].
In the article ”Use of Light UAV and Photogrammetric Techniques to Study the Evolu-
tion of a Landslide in Jaen (southern Spain)”, an area of 250 x 100 m in a agricultural
land on a hill slope where an active mud flow was identified, are monitored by using
an UAV [68]. UAV data is compared to previous data from a conventional aerial pho-
togrammetric and LiDAR survey. A DSM and orthophotos are obtained using the data
captured by the UAV. A DTM are difficult to establish and compare in vegetation zones
due to the ground coverage. Some conclusions are that UAVs can work as a useful tool
for fast, high-resolution and precision surveys in areas of about 100 to 10 000 meters
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size. UAV techniques fill the gap between conventional aerial and terrestrial techniques
with accuracies from 1 to 10 cm. This intermediate scale allows the cover of relatively
large areas where morphological features can be still observed. Landslide dynamics are
explored in another case using an UAV to collect a time series of high-resolution images
over four years where DSMs are created with an accuracy of 4-5 cm in horizontal and 3-4
cm in the vertical direction [69]. Casagli et al. also presents the potential of space borne
platforms, including UAV and ground-based devices in the field of landslide analysis by
analyzing various case studies [70]. Calculation of landslide stability is also explored
in the article ”Surveying a Landslide in a Road Embankment Using Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle Photogrammetry”, where DEM and orthoimages are created by using data from
UAVs [75]. This study shows that using UAVs is an efficient method located between
the classical aerial photogrammetry and terrestrial surveying techniques. The total errors
committed are up to 0.12 m, which are approved in this case.

Figure 11: A 3D model of an area affected by landslide in Bosnia is seen to the left,
created using UAV data. A traditional image captured by an UAV is seen to the right,
covering the same area. (Source: [76])

In 2014, the Balkans experienced the heaviest rains in 120 years of recorded weather
measurements, which caused massive flooding, and powerful landslides. This led to dis-
placement of land mines that could cause a big danger when the floodwaters subsided and
villages returned. By using UAVs it was possible to identifying locations of these land
mine displacements as well as for supporting damage and needs assessment, by images,
3D and geo statistical modeling of landslides where one of the 3D models is presented in
Figure 11 [76]. By this method it was possible to find land mines being displaced up to
23 km. The article ”Urban Flood Mapping Based on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Remote
Sensing and Random Forest Classifier - A Case Study of Yuyaao” by Feng et al. shows a
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result of a map, presented in Figure 12, made by using UAV data during a serious water-
logging in Yuyaom, China. Image processing and classifications are made to increase the
separability of different ground objects and to extract flooded area in the spectral-texture
feature space. This turned out to be a good performance for urban flood mapping with an
overall classification accuracy of 87.3%.

Figure 12: Flood mapping results from the waterlogging in Yuyao, China. Pink repre-
sents flooded areas, white non-flooded area and blue persistent water. (Source: [77])

Active volcanoes exhibit many difficulties in being studied by in situ techniques. The
approach of using remote sensing techniques in the last 20 years by satellite or airborne
platforms in order to map and monitor evolution of volcanic activities has become im-
portant [78] and explored [79–81]. Gas emission, geographical deformations [79] and
thermal anomalies in volcanoes are warnings of possible eruptions [78]. The experiment
presented in the article ”UAV Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing of an Italian Mud Vol-
cano” are conducted on the active mud volcano Salinelle of Paternò in Italy, which is a
difficult area to monitor by in situ measurements due to the muddy surface [78]. Thermal
imaging on board an UAV are used to distinguish thermal gradient and temperature val-
ues in the volcanic application, which according to this paper gives a promising result.
Two areas are mapped, one which usually is mapped by in situ measurements and an area
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that has never been mapped before. The latter area was obtained by cross validating UAV
images with images acquired by a ground camera. The acquired temperature with the
thermal UAV is compared to temperature obtained by laser measurement in the usually
measured area, which showed a good correspondence. The experiment was a success
from both technical and scientific points of view.

The earthquake of 6.3 magnitude in Italy 2009 that had its epicenter near L’Aquila dam-
aged 3000 to 11 000 buildings, several buildings collapsed completely and 308 people
were killed. Using a total stations, GNSS and laser scanners for investigation of the
damaged building delivers accurate data quality and have a good operability, but they
have limits, especially when it comes to surveying dangerous places, roofs and tall build-
ings [82]. In the paper ”UAV Application In Post- seismic Environment by Baiocchi et al.
UAV Photogrammetry” is used to acquire images on roofs and facades of the church The
Basilica di Santa Maria di Collemaggio in the L’Aquila. Some parts of the the church
collapsed and complex work of restoration was about to be performed [82]. A DSM was
derived from the obtained UAV data, which achieved a precision of one decimeter and
in some cases even a centimeter, which is comparable with other remote sensing tech-
niques. Using UAV photogrammetry for building 3D models of damaged buildings was
also used by Yamazaki et al., where both images from air as well as from the ground are
used to obtain 3D models for a damaged building in Onagawa Town, Miyagi Prefecture,
Japan due to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami [83]. Another example mentioned
in the same report explains how an UAV is used to model areas affected by earthquakes
in Kathmandu, Nepal. In Figure 13 one can see one of the 3D models developed using
the aerial video footage from the UAV.

Figure 13: A developed 3D model of Durbar Square in Kathmandu in Nepal, obtained
by UAV data. (Source: [83])
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Baiocchi et al. investigates an early forest fire detection system using UAVs with the
purpose of avoiding uncontrollable spreading of fires [84]. Fire equipment and quali-
fied manpower shall be moved as fast as possible to the source of fire. Local staff can
observe small areas with high risks, but for larger and low risk areas, aerial monitoring
is more suitable. In eastern Germany several hundred observation towers are equipped
with camera systems for observation of forest fires. The data captured is used by a pro-
pitiate software to indicate fires. Since false fire alarms occur and can be caused by for
example dust, pollen, fog and more, verification of measured alarms is required to reduce
them. Explored in this report is that using UAVs equipped with gas sensors and thermal
cameras, it is possible to locate a potential fire and confirm the fire alarm. This is good es-
pecially in a hardly accessible terrain such as forest fires in the mountains. Result shows
that using the method presented in this report, a good discrimination between alarm and a
false alarm is possible, this since the UAV is equipped with a semiconductor gas sensors
because of high immunity against disturbance like steam, dust, fog and condensing water.

Another natural disasters that can affect and cause damage of forests are storms. An
example is the storm Hilde in Sweden, 2013, which destroyed 3 million cubic metres
of Norrlands and Västerbottens forest. The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
explores a new method involving UAVs for information systems of forest machines that
will be able to directly see damaged timber [85]. By using UAVs it is possible to detect
damaged timber and therefore prevent ground effects and high costs. Instead of using
a machine operator to detect the damage by driving around and looking for fallen trees,
it is more effective using an UAV which gives the possibility for better planning, higher
affectivity and it makes it possible to handle more damaged forest areas before the wood
gets affected by insect pests.

3.1.2 Documentation of Historical Objects

UAVs have become an important tool in archaeology and can provide a useful plat-
form for aerial imagery, videography and photogrammetry at archaeological sites. It has
helped archaeologists to discover structures that could not be detected from the ground
and is difficult and expensive to discover with satellite imagery from a flying aircraft.
UAVs have also improved the work in a cost and time effective way and can be applied
in many archaeological areas [86–95]. During the archaeological excavations or just at
the end of every working day, new excavated areas and findings are monitored in order
to be able to plan future excavation activities. To produce day-by-day draft plans and
sections, a total station is usually used. Drawings need to be produced as soon as pos-
sible in order to allow the comprehension of the work done and the plan activities for
the following day [86]. The research groups of the Politecnico di Torino have in the
article ”Archaeological Site Monitoring: UAV Photogrammetry can be an Answer” are
testing a low cost UAV system on a Roman villa archaeological site located in Aquileia
in Italy [86]. A DSM and orthophoto maps are generated of the whole archaeological
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site using UAV data. Another product that is made is a solid orthophoto (OSP), which
is a raster product that associates to each pixel in a geo references matrix the cromatix
information and the height. The data can therefore be placed in their correct 3D location
even if its observed only in 2D. Information obtained from the OSP can for example be
distances, angles, areas and volumes, which is what is usually obtained after a traditional
total station survey. The article shows that the low cost aerial system for the work of
daily advancement of the archaeological excavation can offer a practical and inexpensive
solution to support archaeological analysis. It is also an advantage of storing the image
information as a metric archive of the real situation of the excavated areas.

Figure 14: Thermal archaeologicalimagery of Chaco-period Blue J community in north-
western New Mexico. (Source: [87])

Casana and Kanter are in the article ”Drones Are the Latest Archaeological Tool” pre-
senting an archaeological survey of Chaco-period Blue J community in northwestern
New Mexico by using an UAV with a thermal imaging camera [87]. The culture of An-
cient Puebloans who lived in the region for more than 300 years beginning in the ninth
century are studied and a thermal map is produced. Using this system it is possible to
reveal details of a village about 1000 years old and archaeological features buried up to a
half meter below the surface. It was also possible to detect structures in the area that has
never been seen before and that would have taken a decade of work in order to identify it
by using traditional methods, which is seen in Figure 14. A disadvantage of using aerial
thermography that is mentioned in the report is that there is a short window of time when
it is possible to capture imagery. Thermal imagery needs to be collected at a time when
the contrast in thermal inertia between the archaeological target and the background soil
and ground cover is at its highest. To reduce variation in temperature, the images needs
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to be taken of the whole area as fast as possible.

Another cultural heritage site is Pinchango Alto, suited 400 km south of the capital of
Peru. It is a Late Intermediate Period (1400 AD) settlement and is framed by deep
ravines on three sides, which make access from the south and north difficult. Eisen-
beiss and Zhang are in the article ”Comparison of DSMs Generated from Mini UAV Im-
agery and Terrestrial Laser Scanner in a Cultural Heritage Application” using a terrestrial
laser scanner and an UAV system to automatically generate DSMs of this archaeological
site [96]. These are compared to each other as well as with a manually measured DSM
generated using UAV images in order to help to identify errors in the Laser- and UAV-
DSM. It took one day in the field to acquire data with an UAV and five days with a terres-
trial laser scanner. It took two weeks of post processing for both methods and one week
for the manual measurements in the field. The UAV-DSM got a resolution of 10 cm while
the Laser-DSM got 5 cm. According to Eisenbeiss and Zhang, the autonomous methods
are to prefer since the manual measurements are more time consuming. The mean differ-
ence between Laser- and UAV- DSMs compared to the manual- DSM was less than one
cm. Mean difference between Laser- DSM and UAV- DSM was also less than one cm.
Conclusions made based on the differences of the UAV- DSM and the Laser- DMS are
that these two methods, combined, would probably give the best result. Thus since the
UAV system has difficulties to capture walls and structures with vertical surface which
the laser system did not, while the laser could not acquire points in the mining entrances
which the UAV could. The Laser- DSM are more suitable for interpretation of the archi-
tecture of single walls and rooms due to the high point density for archaeological analyses
while the UAV image data had the most usability. Thus for definition of the walls, rooms,
forecourts etc. and the stereo images give valuable information for interpretation.

3.1.3 Vegetation and Water Monitoring

Vegetation maps provide important basic information for environmental planning [97]
and the usage of UAVs have come to be a useful tool for this purpose. Multispectral
imagery are processed in the report ”Multispectral Remote Sensing from Unmanned Air-
craft: Image Processing Workflows and Applicationsfor Rangeland Environments”, by
using an UAV to obtain orthorectified image mosacis for subsequent vegetation classi-
fication for rangeland vegetation [98]. The UAV imagery is also compared to an image
from WorldView-2 satellite. Results show that the UAV- acquired multispectral imagery
obtained in this experiment, gives possibilities to provide quality high resolution infor-
mation for rangeland. It also shows a potential for upscaling the data to larger areas using
high resolution satellite imagery. In the report ”Review of Effective Vegetation Mapping
Using the UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) Method”, UAV images are compared with
aerial images to examine the efficient mapping of vegetation [97]. The images taken
by the UAV could clearly discriminate each plant community at a scale of 1/50 and the
shape of a plant at the scale of 1/10. Another study is done using an UAV for vegetation
classification by incorporate height data from UAV based DSM with spectral and textural
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features from UAV orthoimages [99]. This to test if classification accuracy of aquatic
vegetation can be improved. Detailed vegetation maps at the species level can also be
obtained by combining sub-decimeter multispectral imagery with high spatial resolution
surface models and ground based observation, which is explored in the article Develop-
ing Species Specific Vegetation Maps Using Multi-spectral Hyperspatial Imagery From
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [100].

In the article ”Using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for Ultrahigh Resolution Map-
ping of Antarctic Moss Beds”, an UAV equipped with three different cameras; visible
color, NIR, and Thermal IR are developed for mapping moss beds extent and health
within an Antarctic Spectral Protected Area near Casey, Windmill Islands in Antarc-
tica [101]. This is important since the moss can be used as indicators for the regional
effects of climate change, which is experienced in the polar regions. Using satellite im-
agery is unsuitable for mapping the moss extent in detail and the traditional airborne
remote sensing do not provide the required resolution and are impractical due to logis-
tical constraints. Using an UAV gives the possibility to obtain cost-effective, efficient,
and ultra-high resolution mapping. In this project, high quality visible color photographs
with a resolution of 1.5 cm are captured, georeferenced and used for photo monitoring
and change detection in the future. The NIR photographs are in combination with the vis-
ible color/true color imagery used to generate false color composites and basic vegetation
indices such as NDVI. Crop health is accessed and water stress detected over agricultural
areas by using the Thermal IR imagery. Detailed DEM at 0.5m resolution is generated
and topographic wetness index calculated based on the DEM. This gives a possibility
to provide an indication of the spatial distribution of potential surface wetness caused
by snow melts. This is then compared to the UAV photography to evaluate local grow-
ing conditions. Conclusions made in this report are that an UAV can work as an effective
tool for ultra-high resolution mapping of moss beds in Antarctica. A similar study is done
where visible, multispectral and thermal sensors are used over Antarctic moss beds a few
years later with focus on co-registration [102]. The report ”UAV photogrammetry for
mapping Vegetation in the Low-Arctic” presents a study where the aim is to investigate
the use of UAV photogrammetry and survey to characterize low-Arctic tundra vegeta-
tion [103]. The result shows that this method can be used to monitor changes in shrub
growth and map fine-scale vegetation composition.

To consider river environment as well as flood control, it is necessary to monitor veg-
etation associated with detailed geographic features [104], and keep river geometrical
data updated [105]. The spatial and temporal resolution using satellite and aerial remote
sensing data which are the conventional methods are not enough for detailed information
in cases like these. Using ground surveying methods takes a lot of labors, expenses and
time. The article ”UAV Borne Mapping System for River Environment” presents how a
digital camera, an IR camera and a GPS are used by an UAV to provide 3D models and
vegetation indexes of the river environment from low altitude [104]. The average of errors
obtained in plane was 5 to 10 cm and 16 cm in height, which was quite accurate com-
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pared with satellite images, aerial photographs and aerial laser data. The acquired data
had a higher resolution, approximately 4 cm/pixel, compared with an aerial photograph.
This method was shown to be easier and safer to perform comparing with ground survey-
ing. Another example of river monitoring is performed where UAV photogrammetry is
carried out along with ground survey using RTK-GPS and a total station before and after
an man-made flood was built in the Jygoe River, Hiroshima Prefecture in Japan [105].
In places where vegetation grew short and less dense over the flood way, the UAV- DSM
generated had nearly the same result as the ground survey. The average difference was 4
cm. The UAV- DSM failed to detect the ground level over the sandbars where vegetation
w thick, this since the UAV-DSM gave the level of some vegetation tops. One of the
conclusions made was that the UAV- DSM is able give accurate ground level unless the
vegetation hindered the ground from being detected by photogrammetry. Another related
article to UAVs and vegetation monitoring along river shores is ”Drönare Underlättar
Övervakning av Vatten-och Strandvegetation” [106]. Detailed invention and mapping
using UAV images are obtained by manual inspection as well as by automatic image
analysis. The result shows that it is possible to get detailed inventions and mapping by
using both methods, but the automatic process lost some of the details which was possi-
ble to obtain by manual performance. However, by using UAV for water- and river shore
vegetation, this method is time-saving and to perform in larger areas. A new monitoring
system is developed in the paper ”A River Monitoring System Using UAV and GIS” in
order to protect the river in Taiwan [107]. A patrolman who usually walks along a river-
bank to review the condition of dumping garbage and draining polluted water is replaced
by an UAV to obtain large range of spatial information in short time. This enables the
opportunity to monitor regions, which are unreachable for the patrolman and also gives
the possibility to a complete monitoring. In another study it is showed how an UAV is
used to record temperature of water, this by lowering a temperature sensor into the water
and enable high-resolution 3D thermal mapping of 1 ha lake in 2-3 flights [108]. This
information is important due to the fact that thermal structure of aquatic ecosystem are
primly physical determinants of habitat quality.

Major areas in the world depend on snow and snow melt for the majority of their wa-
ter supply and recreational purposes and is an explored area [109, 110]. A study in the
article ”Snow Depth Retrieval with UAS Using Photogrammetric Techniques” presents
results of a field campaign from an alpine transect (0.7 ha) within Mount Field National
Park located in Tasmania, Australia where estimates of snow depth are derived by dif-
ference a 3D snow-free surface model and a 3D snow-covered surface model, where an
UAV was used to create the 3D models [109]. Ocular methods used for measuring snow
depths can according to the results obtained at best explain 30 percent of the overall vari-
ability in snow depth. These methods also have logistical and safety restrictions that limit
when the measurement can be made, especially in mountainous areas with high snowfall.
Results also indicates that by using UAV photogrammetry to measure snow depth, it is
possible to provide high-resolution and high accuracy (less than 10 cm) estimates of the
snow depth over a small alpine area. Vegetation in this study area had adverse effects on
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the accuracy of the snow depth measurements because of its correlation with the terrain
variability.

Coastal environments are exposed to both marine and terrestrial processes as well as
anthropomorphic activities and can exhibit fast morphological changes. Repetitive to-
pographic survey with high temporal frequency is therefore performed to improve the
knowledge about these processes. The conventional aerial and terrestrial LiDAR as well
as satellite images are the methods usually used for this type of surveying. The disadvan-
tage of LiDAR is the high cost, while the availability of satellite images is not guaranteed
under bad weather conditions. Using UAVs to monitor topographic changes in coastal
areas are being increasingly used and is a low-cost and easy method that allows produc-
tion of DSMs with a similar accuracy of a DSM using the conventional methods [111].

Figure 15: The image is a color shaded relief, derived from a DSM created with
Drone2Map. (Source: [112])

Experiments related to coastal environments are done in several articles [111–115] where
on of them is ESRIs article ”Identifying Beach Erosion with Drone2Map for ArcGIS”,
where Drone2Map along with UAV data is used to identify beach erosion on North Car-
olinas Wrightville Beach [112]. Figure 15 shows the DSM which is the result obtained
using UAV data and Drone2Map, with a resolution of 104 points per square meter, com-
paring to LiDAR data for the same areas that yielded only three points per square meter.
According to ESRI, using UAVs along with Drone2Map in this type of survey can result
in time and cost savings of 60 percent compared to conventional techniques.
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N. Darwin e al. presents results of DSMs obtained by an UAV as well as classifica-
tions on the UAV images using a GIS software to obtain statistical feature in the article
”The Potential of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle for Large Scale Mapping of Coastal Area”.
The output classes included beach composition (sand, rubble, and rocks) and subsurface
classes (seagrass, sand, algae, rocks) [115].

Gulliot and Pouget presents an UAV program for coastal watching, which The University
of La Rochelle in France started to develop [116]. Focus of the program is to monitor
the evolution of coastal sand dunes and dikes at precise level, before and after storms
and important tide movements. The study area is Oleron Island in the French West coast,
which has been affected by an important number of winter storms. 40 flights are done
for six months to see if the UAV application can be interesting for coastal researches,
if they can be precise enough to measure sand and dike movements and if the method
can be more efficient than the traditional methods as well as less expensive. 3D models,
orthomosaic images and DSMs are obtained where the results were proving and gave the
opportunity to study sand dunes and dikes at the scale of a few centimeters.

3.2 Urban Environment and Infrastructure
This section presents a review of applications within urban environment and infrastruc-
ture and covers energy, roads and traffic information, urban planning and building man-
agement as well as landfill.

3.2.1 Energy

Energy distribution networks can result in uncontrolled environmental releases or leaks [117].
Leaks of media leads to losses in terms of mass, energy, economic and ecological aspects
and it is therefore important to keep the whole distribution system completely sealed
and regularly inspected. Pipeline systems are often located underground or run for many
kilometers where access to pipelines is incredibly difficult or impossible [118]. The
inspection can take place by vehicle mounted sensing systems but they require the avail-
ability of a road parallel to the pipeline, which may be difficult in mountainous areas.
Using a helicopter for inspection is limited both due to operational cost and in forested
areas where it is hard to get close to the pipelines. Foot patrols can also be an option
for inspections in urban and other complex environments [119]. By using UAVs for
inspection, the condition of long pipelines can be immediately overviewed from a safe
place and identified defects can be personally checked for more details [117]. Traditional
cameras for the visible spectrum only has the possibility to discover a fraction of the
defects and only areas with visible damage or leaks, and it does not detect internal heat
insulation or the escapes of media below the surface of ground. Instead thermography
systems can be used to determine and localize defects to pipeline insulation and leaks on
the transferred media and sometimes even in underground pipelines, which is done in the
article ”Pipeline Inspection With Thermal Diagnostics” by using an UAV [118]. Figure
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16 presents the result from the method used in the study. Another case is described by
Bretschneider and Shetti in the article ”UAV-based Gas Pipeline Leak Detection”, where
an UAV equipped with a combination of lasers and electro-optical sensors to detect gas
leaks in unburied onshore pipelines is used [119]. In this case a mid-wave infrared sensor
is used to observe methane with gas temperatures in the range of 5-20C. A camera in
optical wavelength range is tracking the pipeline automatically with an algorithm. The
extracted position information together with the attitude of the UAV is used to orientate a
pair of lasers mounted on a gimlad to sense the pipeline and its immediate surroundings.
The reading can be directly related to the concentration over the gas.

Figure 16: A thermal image obtained using a thermal camera on board an UAV. Hot water
pipelines heats the surface which makes it possible to detect where the pipeline is broken.
(Source: [117])

Around 90 000 thousand barrels of oil are consumed each day where 80% of these bar-
rels are transported by ship. Since 1967 more than 10,000 accidents have been registered.
Two large oil spills were recorded in 2015 and occurred as a result of a collision. The
first resulted in spill of approximately 4,500 ton of oil and the second in approximately
1400 tonnes of naphtha [120]. In the article ”Oil Spills Detection: Challenges Addressed
in the Scope of the SEAGUL Project”, an UAV hyper spectral camera along with an al-
gorithm is used in a project to detect oil spills; if a spectral signature is recognized as
oil on the open sea, the base station will be informed about it [120]. The hyper spectral
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camera used is sensitive to the visible and the near infrared frequency bands. Two tests
are performed; one in the Portuguese Navy laboratories where a camera is used to record
oil spills in water tanks and another is performed by field tests in the ocean. The obtained
result shows that the algorithm used works well and that it is possible to differ oil spill
from the surroundings according to both tests. But, in the field test the surroundings do
not only include water but also other objects like for example a boat which can show
up false detections since the objects may be well illuminated directly from the sun or by
diffuse light from the sky. These objects are brighter than the pollutant spills. By using a
luminance mask to reduce these, it is possible to prevent false detection. Using an UAV
for oil detections show a promising result in this case study.

Ensuring safe operation of extra high voltage lines is one of the important tasks for the
power maintenance department. Buildings and tall plants are typically obstacles threaten-
ing the safe operation of extra high voltage transmission lines within power line corridors.
Manual inspection or airborne LiDAR are two existing methods for power line inspec-
tions [121] along with other methods presented in the journal Remote sensing methods
for power line corridor surveys [122]. Manual ground-based inspection is assigned to
a fixed inspection team where manual visual interpretation is used to find and record
obstacles along the power line corridor. This is a difficult method since these kinds of
transmission lines are mainly located in areas that lack transportation. Manual inspection
is subjective and dependent on visibility, so the risk to miss a spot is unavoidable. In
”UAV Low Altitude Photogrammetry for Power Line Inspection” a LiDAR UAV is used
to create a 3D point cloud to extract objects and power lines within the line corridor [121].
The distance between objects and power lines is used to locate obstacles. LIDAR point
clouds yield more accurate and less subjective inspection results than manual inspection
but are expensive. In this paper a method of UAV power line inspection is proposed
through automated detection of obstacles using photogrammetric approaches. A section
of a 220 kV power line in Yichang, Hubei Province, China, about 16.5 km in length is
used for the inspection, which is a typical difficult area for power line corridor inspection.
The three key problems that are solved are: 3D reconstruction of the ground of the power
line corridor, power line measurements, and automatic recognition of obstacles. The ex-
perimental results in this report shows that the proposed approach can automatically find
accurately locate the obstacles in the power line corridors with measurements accuracies
better than +/- 0.5 m. An issue that needs to be improved is the automation of power line
inspection.

3.2.2 Roads and Traffic Information

UAVs are starting to be frequently used for roads and traffic information [123–130].
Road surface conditions and highway traffic monitoring along with city traffic informa-
tion and management are a few missions proposed by Sysala in ”UAV Road Surface
Monitoring and Traffic Information” [123]. By using UAVs equipped with for example
electro-optical/infrared sensors and thermal cameras it is possible to monitor road icing
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and surface conditions with respect to meteorological situations. Highway traffic mon-
itoring can be obtained by real time video camera on an UAV to identify car accidents,
traffic jams as well as observe and gain information of actual traffic situations [123].
Traffic information is traditionally collected by inductive loop detectors and video cam-
eras positioned at fixed locations in the transportation network. Puri presents a survey
of some research activities of UAVs in traffic surveillance that has been going in sev-
eral universities around the world in the article ”A Survey of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV) for Traffic Surveillance” [131]. UAV based 3D models and orthophotos are used
in another study to monitor unpaved roads, where one example of a rut area is illustrated
in Figure 17 [124, 125]. Unpaved roads links small agricultural communities to nearby
towns and markets and tend to experience variations in traffic depending on the season.
High traffic volume and wet weather causes damage of the unpaved roads and therefore
road condition data is important. Information about the existence, locations and dimen-
sions as well as condition of roads is typically collected in dangerous, slow and expensive
processes. Using an UAV to produce 3D reconstructions of the roads gives the possibil-
ity to measure distress, slope, geometry and locations of the roadside features with a low
cost and no fieldwork. A disadvantage of the UAV system according is the UAV battery.
The endurance is usually short due to limited capacity of battery of the UAV. The UAV is
also susceptible to wind due to its lightweight and may cause smaller image overlaps and
decrease the geometric strength of the image block. The result also shows that some of
the roadside ditches is not able to observe due to the coverage of grass. A LiDAR sensor
is proposed in the report as a better solution in such cases.

Figure 17: An image patch of rut on road is presented to the left, and 3D construction of
the rut area. (Source: [124])
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All airports needs to secure that airstrips and surrounding zones of accumulations as well
as in the air and on the ground are free from obstacles. Traditionally this is performed
by a person who manually inspects and surveys the zones using a GPS or a total station.
These methods are both dangerous and time consuming according to Anneli André on
WSP, who has developed a new method using an UAV system instead. Using an UAV
makes the inspections much more cost-effective, both when it comes to the performance
of the surveying and the fact that the airport does not need to be closed down for such a
long time. 3D models are obtained from the acquired data which makes inspections only
take two and an half hour to perform while it took 40 hours using the traditional methods,
and this with the same quality and precision obtained as earlier [132].

Comparisons of UAV, total station and GPS surveying are presented in ”Drones vs Tradi-
tional Instruments: Corridor Mapping in Turkey” during a full land survey of a proposed
high-speed rail route to connect Ankara with Izmir in Turkey [133]. The route is divided
into three equal sections where each section is surveyed by one of the methods each. The
corridor segment surveyed by the UAV is measured 140 km long and 600 m wide. Using
the UAV system it gives the possibility to survey plains, hills, mountains and urban areas
in all types of weathers. The resolution achieved is 10 cm, which is 5 cm better than
required for the project. Using the point cloud obtained from the UAV data makes it easy
to identify roads, streetlights, power lines, buildings, vegetation, old railway lines and
more. With a classical system it was possible to measure 30,000 points for a site of 100
hectares, while using an UAV, 25 million points were measured instead. This results in a
more smooth and detailed view of the site. It took the UAV team three months to deliver
a result from the project’s kickoff to the final delivery, while it took a year each for the
other two teams doing it by the traditional way. In comparison to the UAV system, the
two other systems did not have the ability to deliver orthophotos and their point cloud
data was less detailed.

3.2.3 Urban Planning and Building Management

The article ”UAVs as Tools for Urban Planning in Uruguay” by Berriel and Gonzáles
presents a surveying project of the San Antonio squatter settlement with a total area of
11.57 ha in the department of Maldonado, Uruguay [134]. Information as the basis for
urban projects are required by the government of the Maldonado with a tolerance of 3 cm
horizontally and 5-6 cm vertically. This irregular settlement with high-density housing is
surveyed by an UAV in this project to produce orthophoto mosaics and shows a promis-
ing result. Surveying of all the existing elements including houses, fences, passageways,
streets and waterways are done with precise and rigorous technical specifications. A sur-
vey like these using traditional methods such a GPS or a total station would take 20 days
of fieldwork with 10 days of post processing, and the survey would surely be left with
gaps in information due to the inaccessibility of certain locations. To use aerial pho-
togrammetry with aircrafts would be costly. According to the large amount of informa-
tion and high precision data required, the UAV is seen as an ideal tool in cases like these.
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Orthophoto mosaics produced presented details, which would otherwise be impossible to
obtain. Another successful study is done related to urban management where the focus
is on a integration of UAV images, a mobile mapping system (MMS) laser point cloud
data and terrestrial images to build up a high resolution 3D city model, which includes
buildings, roads, vegetation and other man-made objects [135]. Since UAV images are
well suited to model the roof landscape and a part of the terrain and the MMS are able
to look under the trees and model the facades, these two methods are shown to be good
complementary technologies.

Headquartered Bogh Engineering in Beaumont, California is a 3rd generation family
owned construction and engineering company that focuses on construction of public
schools. Its core capability is pouring concrete but covers also activities like preparing
sites for concrete construction by surveying, demolition and site grading. Site surveying
happens before and after every other major activity and to survey a school site it usually
takes 1 to 2 days for a one-man crew. ”How Drone Data Delivers Real Bottom Line Value
for SMBs in Construction” describes a process of the workflow during a demolition and
a rebuild project of Indio High School in Indio, California [136]. A topographic survey
is performed where points are collected every 25ft on a grid using a total station to create
a topographic surface of the site. A map is obtained and presented in Figure18, which is
based on comparisons between the z-dimension of the surveyed surface and a designed
surface and makes it possible to see what subgrades that are considered correct, too low
or too high and what type of corrections that needs to be made.

Figure 18: The map represents comparison in height between a surveyed surface and a
designed surface. Green represents areas that differ between +/- 10 ft in height and inti-
mates that the grade is correct. Blue indicates areas that the grade is too low and requires
fill while red indicates that the grad is too high and requires cut in excess. (Source: [136])
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In another phase of the project where the amount of dirt that have to be moved needs to
be estimated, it takes the surveyor two days on site to measure 324 points in total and the
post processing takes one day back at the office [136]. Today, Bogh Engineering are using
UAV technology to perform the surveying work. To collect the data only takes 30 min-
utes while the post processing to obtain an orthomosaic and a 3D point cloud now takes
3 hours. The productivity is increased by four times compared to traditional surveying.
The 3D point cloud obtained in the latter phase have 3 million points and allows much
more accurate cut-and fill analyses than using the traditional methods. An advantage
mentioned is also the ability to have all important record accessible online which saves
the company time and money and gives a better opportunity to better communicate with
other subcontractors and have proof in case of disputes. The Swedish company Spotscale
is another company using UAVs to increase the affectivity, where 3D models of existing
buildings/constructions are usually created. Spotscale did in cooperation with Peab, a
building and construction company, an investigation to see if there are any possibilities to
develop a tool for volume studies to estimate amount change on the building sites [137].
A image taken at the height of 40 m obtained an accuracy of 7.8 cm and the method using
3D images in combination with high resolution volume models shows good potential for
being used as a basis for decision making regarding a building or construction site. It
also shows that this method works well as an option for terrestrial laser scanning.

Civil infrastructure such as buildings and bridges is exposed to loadings that may cause
structural degradation and damages, which can cause collapses. By crack inspections,
it is possible to monitor the current structural health to improve the structural safety.
These inspections are usually done by an inspector who observes and measures visual
damage, which is a time consuming, dangerous and costly process [138]. It is explored
how UAVs along with different post-processing methods can be used for structure health
monitoring [138–140]. A novel strategy integrating UAV images and developed process-
ing algorithms for crack and surface degradation in an effective way is proposed in the
article ”Health Monitoring of Civil Structures with Integrated UAV and Image Process-
ing System” [139]. The UAV is equipped with color imaging sensors and interfaced to
the software MATLAB, aiding real time processing with the help of integrated image
diagnosis algorithms. During the testing, practical factors such as wind speed and ran-
dom image noise caused erroneous results for few images, which can be avoided using
advanced flight controllers and gyro stabilized camera systems. The simulations and real
time testing is successfully carried out to analyse the performance of the inspection sys-
tem and the demonstrative model is proven to be a reliable and feasible for full field
mapping and health monitoring for civil infrastructures.

Open-pit mine areas are usually large and located in mountainous areas which may cause
difficulties for traditional techniques such as GPS and total station to provide point-based
observations for monitoring large areas. The cost of the ground monitoring techniques is
also high. The optimization of slope angle in open-pit mine areas plays an important role
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in making full use of recycling resources, reducing production costs and increasing min-
ing efficiency [141]. an UAV campaign for the photogrammetric mapping, monitoring
and assessment of open-pit mine areas and their surrounding environment are described
in the article ”Integration of UAV-based Photogrammetry and Terrestrial Laserscanning
for the Three-Dimensional Mapping and Monitoring of Open-Pit Mineareas” [141]. The
experiments in the report are performed in three large open-pit mines in China; Kun-
yang, Jinning and Jianshan. Their surrounding ecological environment has been seri-
ously damaged and a number of slope failures have occurred in the past decade. It is
therefore important to be able to assess and monitor the mine areas for the purpose of
mine tailing, land reclamation, and planning the vegetation resources. Accurate 3D mod-
els and monitoring of the slope zones are therefore essential and are conducted in this
paper by integrating high resolution UAV images with high quality dense point clouds
from terrestrial LiDAR and are presented in Figure 19.

Figure 19: A 3D texture model obtained by integrating an UAV system and a terrestrial
LiDAR of side slops in Jianshan area. (Source: [141])

The UAV images are used to build a texture model of the slopes while the terrestrial
laser LiDAR obtained for the other areas in the open-pit mine areas are done using UAV
photogrammetry generated to build 3D models of these areas. Accuracies achieved in
this paper are on decimeter-level for the generated DSMs and digital orthophoto maps.
The experimental results shows that the use of UAV-based photogrammetry with addi-
tional input data from terrestrial LiDAR can provide detailed information for monitoring,
assessment, and planning of the mine areas with a high accuracy and frequent data ac-
quisition [142].
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Classifications of UAV images that covers the Jinshana area are performed as well for
the purpose to map and monitor environment and vegetation changes in the area, see
Figure 20. The experiment presented by Eck and Imbach in ”Arial Magnetic Sensing
With an UAV Helicopter” shows how an UAV along with magnetic sensors are used in
a case where daylight coal mining collapsed, where people got killed and infrastructure
objects got buried. Detailed magnetic maps are generated, which presents the possibility
to identify buried vehicles [142].

Figure 20: The result of classified UAV image covering Jianshan area. (Source: [141])

3.2.4 Landfill

In the article ”Sättningsberäkningar av Deponier och Avfallsupplag med en Multiro-
torhelikopter (klass 1B UAS)” by Danielsson, Avfall Sverige are in collaboration with
Halmstads Energi and Miljö (HEM) and Intuitive Aerial investigating the use of UAV
photogrammetry as a surveying method for volume and subsidence of waste storage and
landfill [143]. To discover subsidence by ocular inspection is associated with vacillation
and is due to lack of reference points usually impossible to perform. This kind of sur-
veying is normally done with a GPS, which according to Danielsson is a time consuming
method in this case, since the one performing the surveying needs to be located at each
measured point and the final terrain model obtain rough. In this report a high-resolution
3D model is obtained with a precision of centimeters and is compared to the last years
terrain. It shows that the 3D model gives a dramatic increase in the amount of infor-
mation in comparison to the surveying with GPS. The volume and subsidence can be
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obtained faster and cheaper and is more precise. The 3D model also opens up the possi-
bilities to share data. For a new method it is important to look at both the result delivered
and to what price it was achieved according to Danielsson. The quality of the surveying
methods used today is accepted and therefore it is hard to introduce a new method just
because of better quality, it also has to be cost effective in order to compete with existing
methods. And according to this study, UAV shows to be more cost effective. According
to Danielsson, a more effective and autonomous developments of the UAV in the future
could lower the cost further. Another similar case study is done at a land clearing and
inert debris landfill near Raleigh, North Carolina [144]. The obtained accuracy of the
point cloud obtained using an UAV is 4.45 cm. Except for the limitations found due to
highly vegetated areas, using UAS for landfill survey proves to be approximately 30-40%
cheaper than aerial photogrammetry, 40-50% cheaper than LiDAR and 10-20% cheaper
than conventional ground survey. Other types of sensors along with UAVs can also be
used [145–147] and enables the possibility to get other type of information that is im-
portant in landfill applications. A successful result is presented by Tanda et al. in the
article ”Applications of Close-Range Aerial Infrared Thermography to Detect Landfill
Gas Emissions: a Case Study”, where IR thermography is used on an UAV to detect
the biogas production from a waste disposal site and to provide a preliminary estimation
of the methane production potential [145]. The IR imagery are presented in Figure 21.
Wastes collected in urban landfills contains a percentage of organic substances whose
degradation produces a large amount of biogas and is a precious energy source with a
high global warming potential due to its large methane content. Biogas leakages and
spots that are suitable for gas extraction can be detected by measuring the thermal print
of the landfill soil surface as the biogas migrates to the surface.

Figure 21: A IR image of a landfill taken from an UAV is presented to the left, which
clearly shows the pipes carrying hot biogas. A visible image of the same site is presented
to the right. (Source: [145])
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3.3 Natural Resources
This section presents a review of applications within natural resources with focus on
agriculture and forestry.

3.3.1 Agriculture

UAVs have become a popular tool for agricultural applications [148–152]. A few prac-
tical experiments are presented by Rokhmana using the UAV system for precision agri-
cultural mapping where orthoimages and DEMs are produced with a geometric average
accuracy of 3 pixels [148]. The orthoimages enables the possibility to see planimetric
information, parcel boundary area and individual tree structures. Even canopy diameters
can be measured. Using the DEM it is possible get a terrain topography and information
related to the vegetation or tree structures such as tree height. One of the practical appli-
cations of the UAV system presented in this paper is calculation of area of parcel using
UAV imagery. Calculated areas from UAV images and terrestrial methods are compared.
The average area difference obtained is 1.02 square meters. A disadvantage discovered
during this measuring is that in a open area it is easy to see the boundaries using a image
with a resolution of +/- 5 cm, but using a resolution less than 5 cm it is not possible and
it is suggested to mark pole boundaries with plastic tape of 10 cm width. Another disad-
vantage discovered is that sometimes boundary corners cannot be seen due to vegetation
coverage.

Weeds are one of the main problems in ecological growth and combating is made me-
chanically and with adjusted/suited crop rotation. The occurrence of weeds is ranging
normally over the field, usually in patches. To manage weeds effectively it is impor-
tant to have a good knowledge of its spreading. Both normal cameras and other sensors
have been developed for calculation of the weeds quantity. Measurement can even be
done in one step with sensors assembled on a needle or by automatic robots. A pilot
project is done in Tegneby gård, south of Linköping in Sweden and is financed by Preci-
sionsodling Sverige (POS), in collaboration with other organizations and is presented by
P.Stålh, M.Söderström [153]. The aim of the project is to investigate the possibilities to
document the occurrence of weeds by using UAVs. Five surfaces are investigated, where
the ecological growth is conducted with different types of crops and a varying amount of
weeds. The coverage of weeds gradated on field, visually by foot along with a GPS, is
done and compared to the coverage of weed measured by aerial images using an UAV.
The UAV flight is done in August and the pieces of fields that are chosen for detail map-
ping are of sizes ranging between 1,5 ha and 2,3 ha. The data obtained from the UAV
is used to create orthorectified mosaic images through which even three different kind of
vegetation indexes are obtained to be able to difference weed from other vegetation. The
result shows that differences between UAV images and manual grading are not able to
distinguish the weed, while the green indexes are able to do it. The uncertainty comes to
total of a few meters. The experiments shows that manual grading in field is time con-
suming and it is hard to get an objective judgment of how the weed is developed over the
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years, which is something that can be improved using the UAV technique. The advantage
of UAV comparing to other types of remote sensing methods such as satellite or airplane
images is the fact that the UAV system is less affected by the weather, that they have a
higher spatial resolution and that it is possible to obtain images fast and in a short time.
Detail mapping of weed with UAV can be interesting for counselor and farmers since
whole fields can be scanned easily and fast. By returning to the same field and repeating
the flight route it is possible to follow the weed development in an objective and effective
way. The conclusion made in this report is that the UAV system estimates to be a useful
tool for gradation of weeds, but it does not the ability to differentiate the types of weeds.

Figure 22: Illustrations of mapping products for palm-oil counting trees, where
the purpose is to support calculation of stand per Hectare or individual palm trees.
(Source: [148])

Another application is in palm-oil plantations where UAV data is used to support calcula-
tion of stand per hectare or individual palm-oil, presented in Figure 22 [148]. It is noticed
during the study that the palm-oil trees sometimes are too young or too small to see and
detect, which is not the case when doing manual field notes. In general, the system used
in this experiments is proven to be cost-effective, fast in production and could in these
cases cover up to 500 hectare per day. It also has an appropriate geometric accuracy and
can be operated by local staff. A limitation of this system is the working space; working
in large areas, larger than 5000 ha it is not effective due to many images required. A
limitation in this case is also the vehicle itself since it only can handle small sensors. In
”Using Fera’s UAV to Produce an Automated Potato Crop Count” it is explored how an
UAV can be used to produce an automated count of potato crops after initial crop emer-
gence [149]. The final spatial data obtained can along with collected imagery be hosted
in an online web application, which allows the customers and other interested to interact
with and view the data. Yields can be estimated from this information by identification
of exact crop numbers across the field.
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3.3.2 Forestry

Many reports, papers, and case studies explores the application of UAVs in the field of
forestry, mainly exploring using UAVs for classification, identification, inspection, man-
agement, inventory and more [154–160]. The potential of UAVs to measure and monitor
structural properties of forests is investigated in the article ”Assessment of Forest Struc-
ture Using Two Techniques: A Comparison of Airborne Laser Scanning and Structure
From Motion (SfM) Point Clouds” by Wallace et al. [154]. Aerial laser scanning and
traditional photogrammetric techniques are used to obtain 3D point clouds from a small
multi-rotor UAV platform. Capabilities for both technologies are tested for assessing ab-
solute terrain height, the horizontal and vertical distribution of forest canopy elements,
and information related to individual trees. Conventional terrestrial measurements are
normally conducted with a small set of sample plots. That is a labour intensive method
and the ability to characterize landscape level variables is limited by the cost of estab-
lishing sufficient number of these sample plots. The mini-UAV system used in this study
is designed to use a laser scanner and a camera simultaneously. The test is performed
in a patch of native dry eucalypt forest located southeast of Hobart, Tasmania in Aus-
tralia. The area captured is a 30 x 50 m rectangular plot and considers trees of varying
age and ranging in height from 4.7 m to 16.2 m. The final results in the report indicates
that both techniques are capable of providing information that can be used to describe
the terrain surface and canopy properties in areas of relatively low canopy closure, but
differences between the techniques are observed. The photogrammetric technique under-
performs the laser scanning in capturing the terrain surface in denser canopy cover, this
because the laser scanning technology has a better level of penetration into the canopy.
The photogrammetric technique can therefore not deliver the same level of information
on vertical stratification of vegetation or terrain layers. This results in a mean differ-
ence from the laser scanning terrain surface of 0.12 m. But even though laser scanning
is capable of providing more accurate estimates of the vertical structure of forest across
the larger range of canopy density, the photogrammetric method is still found to be an
adequate low-cost alternative for surveying of forest stands. Suggestions are made that
when using the photogrammetric technique over increasingly denser forest canopy, that
accurate generation of canopy high information from an external supplied DTM should
be done. The processing of the images to produce 3D point cloud seems to require more
computational power and processing time than producing a 3D point cloud using laser
scanning. Both methods delivers similar characterization of the stand terrain with a mean
difference of 0.09 m and both techniques produced significant higher point densities than
seen in datasets captured with a similar technology on-board large manned aircrafts. In
conclusion, laser scanning is to prefer if measuring shall be made in a greater range of
forest complexity while the photogrammetric technique should be used for measuring
areas with relatively sparse forest. UAVs can produce cost- effective data at a local scale
for e.g. areas of the size of traditional forest plots up to several km2.
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Classifications are done using UAV remote sensing for tree species identification and
individual tree detection in a few studies [157–159]. The study presented in the article
”Individual Tree Detection and Classification with UAV-based Photogrammetric Point
Clouds and Hyperspectral Imaging” investigates the performance of UAV based pho-
togrammetry and hyper spectral imaging in individual tree detection and tree species in
Vesijako research forest area in the municipality of Padasjoki in southern Finland [157].
Eleven test sites are used with 4151 reference trees representing various tree species and
development stages. 3D point clouds and spectral features are used in the classification
with various classifiers, where the best one obtained an overall accuracy of 95%. Using
the photogrammetric point cloud for individual tree identification, the accuracy obtained
ranges between 40 to 95% depending of the characteristics of the area. Figure 23 and
Figure 24 shows two of the results obtained and the final result is promising due to the
potential of UAV to provide accurate results.

Figure 23: Photogrammetric point cloud colored by height representing a forestry site.
Green indicates lower height and red indicates higher height. Nadir view is seen to the
left and oblique view to the right. (Source: [157])

The use of UAV hyper spectral imaging is also explored by Näsi to identify mature Nor-
way spruce trees suffering from spruce bark beetle [158]. Photogrammetric and hyper
spectral images are used to develop a new processing method for analyzing forested en-
vironments and for identifying anomalous trees. Trees are classified in healthy, infested
and dead which resulted in a promising result. The overall accuracy obtained is 76%.
By using only two classes, healthy and dead, the accuracy obtained increased to 90%.
Another case study is presented using multispectral UAV imagery to identify individual
tree species in order to be able to identify plant pests and diseases [159]. An inves-
tigation in forestry is done by Getzin in the article ”Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) to Quantify Spatial Gap Patterns in Forests” to explore if UAV can be used to
record gap distribution in 10 temperate managed and unmanaged forests in two regions
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in Germany [160]. Gap distribution in forests reflects the spatial impact of man-made
tree harvesting or naturally induced patterns of tree death. The sizes of the gaps can
vary between small, under 10 square meters, and large, larger than 100 square meters.
Conventional aerial or satellite images do not have the capability to locate small gaps and
therefore UAVs are tried out in this study to see if it is possible to locate small gaps which
gave a promising result where it was possible to record gap openings as small as 1 square
meters.

Figure 24: Example of forestry test site with detected and classified trees. Green circles
are pines, yellow triangles are spruces, blue stars are birches, red squares are larches.
(Source: [157])

4 Current Status of UAV Use in Sweden
In this chapter a compilation of interviews with UAV users in Sweden is presented. The
aim of the interviews is to give an overview of how UAVs are used as a geographic data
collecting tool in Sweden today. The chapter is divided into seven parts: Companies and
other participants and their applications, advantages of the technique, disadvantages of
the technique, obstacles and limitations, cost, accuracy and thoughts about the future.
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4.1 Current Applications of UAVs in Sweden
Below is a presentation of the interviewed companies and other participants and their use
of UAVs. For some companies/participants specific projects when UAV photogrammetry
have been used are also presented.

4.1.1 Esri Sverige

Esri Sverige is the largest provider of GIS in Sweden. They developed the platform Ar-
cGIS and also provides other GIS software. Esri Sverige is part of Esri’s global business
network with a million users in more than 300 000 organizations [161].

The interview was held with Mats Fröjdenlund who has worked with sales and devel-
opment for Esri for 13 years. His current work is primarily aimed at social security and
defense and his main interest is in nature and remote sensing.

Four years ago an investigation of a software that fills the gap between the sensor of
the UAV and the GIS-software of Esris started. It was the start of the development of
Drone2Map that has now been out on the market since 2016. Drone2Map is a software
that makes a photogrammetric analysis of images and then delivers them to the ArcGIS
platform for further analysis. Instead of waiting for Lantmäteriet to take new aerial pho-
tos it is possible to take a hundred of overlapping photos with an UAV, and then use the
software Drone2Map that will put them together into a new updated photo of the area.
Also, instead of measuring differences in height with a total station, Drone2Map can be
used to perform photogrammetric calculations.

Since UAV data often result in images with high resolution of, for example, a field it
is possible to use the images to inspect the field and from the resulting information one
can for example determine where the field has been attacked by pests. This in turn of-
fers management information of where to apply pesticides. Another application where
Drone2Map can be used is in inspection of socially important issues. The UAV can fly
close to objects such as electrical power lines, thanks to sensors that prevent it from col-
liding with objects, and it results in high resolution images with insulators. This could be
complemented with more sensors, in the IR-area for example. Then you would be able
to see heat generation in networks immediately. However, since the software does not
analyse the images autonomously one have to inspect the images visually [162].

4.1.2 Falu kommun

Andreas Westman work as a surveyor in the municipality of Falun. It is Westman’s own
interest for the technology that is the reason for the UAV business of Falu kommun. Their
first UAV was bought two years ago (2015) when the hobby drones became good enough
to be used for surveying and mapping. The basic idea was to use the UAVs abilities to
quickly collect data across major areas for mapping. The UAVs have been much more
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useful than expected, and they are seen as a good tool that can deliver services that have
not been possible before.

Within Falu kommun the UAV photogrammetry has been used primarily to update maps
and elevation models, ground models, contours for construction maps and also base maps
for detailed development maps. The technique is mostly used internally within the munic-
ipality for the environmental and planning department, but it has also been used several
times on behalf of Falu Energi och Vatten for volume calculations. Recently a dump has
also been mapped and 3D-modelled. Many of these applications could not have been
done earlier.

Falu kommun also sees the UAV as a tool that can be used together with terrestrial sur-
veying with GPS and total station, and it is also used for stereo mapping. In 2013 the
entire urban area of Falun (“Falu tätort”) was laser scanned with high resolution, result-
ing in a precise terrain model. Changes in the terrain model is updated continuously with
help of the UAV. New buildings are updated in two steps. First the building is measured
terrestrially. Then the UAV flies around it and the building can be added to the 3D-model
of Falun [163].

4.1.3 Metria

Metria is a consult company in the field of geographical information and geographic in-
formation technology. They help clients to collect, process and use geographic data as
effectively as possible within their operations. The areas of application range from major
infrastructure projects to the construction of technical systems for geographic IT [164].
Anders Huhta works as a survey engineer and has been interviewed on Metria’s behalf.

Metria has used UAVs in their business since 2012, to create elevation models that later
can be used for determination of volumes, for creating curvature or for stereo mapping.
The applications are determination of volumes of quarries, gravel pits etc. Other cus-
tomers are municipalities or other consults that wants basemaps, in those cases a combi-
nation of the orthophoto and the elevation model is used. Overall, the UAV is used as a
complement to the geodetic measurements [165].

4.1.4 NCC

NCC is one of the leading construction and property development companies in North-
ern Europe. With the Nordic region as its home market, NCC is active throughout the
whole chain - developing and building residential and commercial properties, and con-
structing industrial facilities and public buildings, roads, civil engineering structures and
other types of structure [166].

The person interviewed is Viktor Davidov, digital business developer at NCC and re-
sponsible for the questions about the collaboration between NCC and Spotscale.
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In the fall of 2016, NCC started a collaboration with the company Spotscale, which
has developed a cloud service that generates 3D-models based on UAV images. NCC
uses Spotscales 3D models as a completely new way to monitor the surroundings and the
projects, and as a basis and decision support for discussions. NCC captures the images
themselves and then use Spotscale that processes the images and generates 3D models.
The current main use of the UAVs is for photogrammetry. The UAV technique does not
replace any existing method, according to Davidov it is a new way of monitoring the
surroundings and has been the start for using 3D models for such applications. These
applications that were just mentioned would not have been possible, or simply too inef-
fective, without the now existing UAV technology [167].

4.1.5 Norconsult

Norconsult is one of the leading multidisciplinary consulting firms in the Nordic region.
Their services are geared towards community planning and design, and they are engaged
in all aspects of development; from initial concepts to master plans, engineering and op-
erational support [168].

Yuiry Reshetyuk has a PhD in Infrastructure and Geodesy and is today both employed
by Norconsult and also works as a senior lecturer at the University of Gävle. During the
recent years Reshetyuk has been involved in several research projects [64]. Because of
his many skills, Reshetyuk has been interviewed both regarding Norconsults use of UAVs
but also about his research in Gävle.

Norconsult bought their first UAV in 2016 so it is quite a new technique for them, but they
do already have software that can use UAV images to create 3D-models, orthophotos and
digital terrain models. According to Reshetyuk the UAV is seen both as an independent
technique that can generate much information by itself, itself, but also as a complement
that can be used in combination with other methods with good results. The UAV is also
used for detail surveying, by georeferencing the images. Points on the ground are mea-
sured by GNSS or total station and then the block of images is georeferenced, this results
in accuracy on centimeter level.

Reshetyuk is careful to point out that there is no universal recipe for which kind of method
that should be used. As a survey engineer one have to make an assessment for each in-
dividual project. The technique have to be customized for each job depending on what
the requirements for accuracy are and which conditions that the technique needs to fulfill.

One project involving UAV technique that Norconsult has participated in is the moni-
toring of ponds in power stations. The aim of the project was partly to document the
current condition of the pond, but also to monitor the changes of the pond’s condition
over time through recurrent surveys. The documentation was performed with a high level
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of detail, and the result is both 3D models and orthophotos. Another project Norconsult
participated in was 3D documentation of a castle ruin. The ruin was partly scanned with
terrestrial laser scanner and partly with the help of UAV, which resulted in a comprehen-
sive documentation [64].

4.1.6 Skogforsk

Skogforsk (the Forestry Research Institute of Sweden) is the central research body for
the Swedish forestry sector, and is financed by the government and the members of the
Institute. Their mission is to develop and communicate knowledge, services and products
to support even greater sustainability in forestry to benefit the society [169]. Erik Willén,
researcher within planning and remote sensing, has been interviewed in the topic of UAV.

In forestry, UAV images are used for evaluation, for example the images can be used
to detect wheel tracks from machines after felling. There have been research of how re-
mote sensing can be used when separating different kinds of trees and it is possible to map
them by flying in different times of the year, since different tree species blooms during
different periods of time. Even though the detailed images are seen as something useful
by many, they can sometimes be too detailed for the purpose. Many forestry companies
have tried using UAV for data capture but only a few have found suitable applications.
If large areas shall be covered and the UAV has to be within eyesight it is impractical,
Willén states. UAV data is used for monitoring, in terms of that images are used to dis-
cover trees left after felling. Regarding the economic aspects, Willén is not sure though
if a economic evaluation has been performed [170]

4.1.7 Sky Eye Innovations

Sky Eye Innovations develop UAVs for authorities and industry, for data collection with
sensors of different kinds. They are primarily aimed at the oil- and gas industry, but
also towards thermography with thermal camera technology. The aircraft is specially de-
signed to lift different types of sensors. Sky Eye Innovations has also developed their
own software to be able to control the sensors and to work in the post analysis process
with the collected data. Sky Eye Innovation is the only company in the world that has
a platform for UAVs that is able to identify gas visually [171]. The interview was held
with Daniel Sällstedt, CEO and founder of Sky Eye Innovations.

The solutions of Sky Eye Innovations is primary used by participants in the oil- and gas
industry, but also by thermographs that work with collection of thermal data material.
Their thermal technology includes both identification of gas and heat leakage or abnor-
malities in images. The thermal camera operates in such a way that one on pixel level
can measure with different accuracies how big temperature differences there are in each
pixel in an image. Gas camera is another variety of the technique, where one visually can
detect gas leaks and different types of gas [171].
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4.1.8 Swescan

Swescan is a small consulting firm with focus on UAV survey, mapping and 3D-visualization.
The usage of UAVs is mainly photogrammetric, and they have recently developed a por-
tal service that will make it easy for clients to share their data without managing GIS-
software themselves. They mainly do work related to infrastructure, urban planning and
quarries [172]. The founder and CEO of Swescan, Fredrik Hansson, has been interviewed
about Swescan’s use of UAVs.

Swescan uses UAV photogrammetry to create different kinds of survey data. One kind
of product that can be obtained is an elevation model that later can be converted into a
terrain model or an orthophoto, for example. Swescan do also work with mapping and
creating complete map material to the client, both based on orthophotos but also based
on snapshots. They operate mainly at industries such as infrastructure, urban planning,
graveyards and quarries.

Automatically generated stereo mapping has also been studied as well as thermal cam-
eras which have been used for looking for district heating leaks. Doing that kind of data
capture with UAV instead of airplanes is more expensive though, since the covered areas
are smaller.

Regarding agriculture, different kinds of spectral cameras have been tried, but those cam-
eras competes with the sensors mounted on tractors which are used today. This means
that the data captured with UAVs either has to be produced faster and in a better way,
or that it has to have a better resolution. Today, the UAV data is poorer than the data
from the sensors on the vehicles, so this application is still a few years away according to
Fredrik Hansson [172].

4.2 Advantages of Using UAV photogrammetry
The advantages of using UAV photogrammetry refers to the advantages and strengths of
UAV photogrammetry compared to other surveying methods for the same use. The fol-
lowing content is a summary of the advantages of the UAV photogrammetry compared
to other methods.

Increased safety for the staff is one of the most important aspects when it comes to the
use of UAV [171]. There are several examples of situations where the respondents state
that the use of UAV photogrammetry instead of corresponding terrestrial methods creates
a more safe work environment. Larger roads are not only dangerous, but it is also not
allowed to perform terrestrial measurements on these roads. With UAV all kinds of roads
can be measured safely. On large roads Westman also claims that it is a question of cost
since TMA-cars and permission would be needed otherwise [163]. For example Metria
was recently involved in a project where bus stops along the highway E4 should be mea-
sured, that could easily be done using UAV [Anders Huhta]. By using UAV dangerous
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terrain such as steep cliffs and falling stones can also be avoided. Neither is it necessary
to climb up in different structures, such as wind turbines, to collect the data manually.
Sällstedt highlights the fact that all data capture can be performed by the surveyor from
the ground [171], and for the same reason Hansson claims that it is within the quarry
industry that the greatest customer benefits can be found [172].

Data capture using UAV is an effective method since it is possible to collect a large
amount of data in a short period of time. Huhta from Metria states that with a large
aircraft it can take month until the data can be used, compared to using an UAV where
you can have a result in a week. The quickness and ease is therefore one of the great-
est advantages using an UAV [165]. Reshetyuk also mentions the time saved compared
to the time spent when using a total station. When collecting data with a total station,
several days must be spent in the field. If an UAV is used the area can be covered faster
and a result can be delivered in just a couple of days. It is mainly when there is an
open landscape and the requirement for accuracy is quite low that there is an advantage
of using UAV [64]. Westman from Falu kommun also points out that the time saved is
an important advantage of UAV photogrammetry. During the fall of 2016 it suddenly
became urgent to start the work in an area in Falun where municipal water and sewage
should be connected. Before the work could begin, a primary map was needed in order to
know where the property boundaries went, and they also needed an elevation model and
a basemap of the area. Before the UAV it would have been impossible to map the area
within a month, but thanks to the UAV the data could be delivered in time. Doing the data
collecting terrestrial would have taken months of work, but with the UAV it only took a
couple of days [163]. The aspect of saving time is also an important aspect and selling
point for Esris software Drone2Map. According to Fröjdenlund processing the images
and building a 3D model can be done in the same day as the flight, instead of waiting for
a month or two [162].

Sällstedt mentions the cost effectiveness as a reason that customers choose to use their
UAV solutions [171]. Davidov from NCC claims that capturing the images and creating
the 3D models is almost for free, compared to using other methods. It is seen as a great
method to use in projects such as housing, when it is not economically sustainable to fly
with helicopter or airplanes since the area is so small. Davidov does also mentions that
the use of UAVs has meant a completely new opportunity to work in 3D instead of 2D. It
enables a completely new basis for discussion and better control of the project [167].

The UAV is a powerful tool for collection geographic data on its own, but it also of-
fers many advantages when used as a complement to other techniques. As an example of
that Reshetyuk mentions a project where a ruin was scanned by Norconsult using both
terrestrial and aerial techniques. This method, using both terrestrial and aerial scanning,
was used since the terrestrial scanning captures the sides, but not the roof. The ruin was
surrounded by a mound and thanks to the UAV a complete point cloud could be cre-
ated [64]. Except from terrestrial methods Sällstedt claims that the UAV can also be seen
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as a complement to helicopters and airplanes. When performing studies of district heat-
ing leaks, termographic data of the whole heat network is collected by flying over the
whole city. Where abnormalities is detected UAVs are used for a closer inspection [171].

4.3 Disadvantages of Using UAV photogrammetry
The disadvantages of using UAV photogrammetry refer to the disadvantages and weak-
nesses of UAV photogrammetry compared to other surveying methods for the same use.
The following is a summary of those.

A risk when using UAV, according to Westman, is that inexperienced users can easily
make mistakes, and it is hard to control the extent of the errors. Especially when it comes
to the hobby drone that Falun uses, the UAV is monitored by an application and the cam-
eras might not be adapted for surveying. In case of bad overlap and poor ground support,
errors can occur [163]. The lack of quality is also a problem in detail surveying with
UAV. Reshetyuk claims that the result is not as good with the UAV as with terrestrial
survey methods [64].

Since the UAV photogrammetry use collected images to create the point clouds, it is
impossible to recreate height and position of objects that is not visible from above. West-
man mentions that the ground under vegetation or a layer of snow as an example. In
those cases aerial laser scanning is better since it penetrates the material that covers the
ground [163]. If an area is covered with forest a total station is needed in order to create
a digital elevation model [64].

One disadvantage of the UAV is that it is not effective in larger areas. One example
is in forestry. According to Willén the greatest challenge with UAVs in conjunction with
forestry has been the fact that it has only succeeded to cover quite small areas, so in the
end it has not been cheaper than using airplanes. The added value is too low and since
constant supervision is required the covered areas are too small, which make it uninter-
esting for forest companies that owns larger quantities of forest [170].

Since the UAV usually is quite small and works with optical sensors it can not be used
in all kinds of weather. If it is rainy the raindrops will destroy the image and if it is too
windy it may have difficulties in holding the course. Huhta says that the weather may
delay the Metria’s work for days [165]. Except from weather the season of the year may
also affect the use of UAV. Since only visible objects are visible in the point cloud, snow
on the ground will be reproduced in the point cloud [163].

Whether it is possible or not using UAVs instead of larger aircrafts depend on the weight
ratio. Sky Eye Solution have developed UAVs in different sizes but they can not carry the
largest sensors yet [171]. Reshetyuk also mentions that the weight is a disadvantage when
it comes to UAV borne laser scanning. Today only smaller, cheap sensors are possible
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to mount on the UAVs. There are larger systems available but they cannot be mounted
on a regular UAV. For those systems larger UAVs are required, and then more permits
are required to fly. The largest limiting factor though is the cost. The new, smaller laser
scanners are expensive, the cheapest one that can be found on the market has a price tag
of around one million Swedish kronor [64].

4.4 Economical Aspects
In this paragraph the economical aspects in using UAV compared to other surveying
methods for the same use are discussed.

The cost depends on the time, and the time depends on the type and size of the area
where the data is collected, states Reshetyuk and the rest of the respondents seem to
agree. The total time for both collection and processing of the data depend on wanted
output. An UAV requires less time in the field than with total station, but more time for
processing of the data. Which method of UAV photogrammetry and total station that is
most effective depend on the project, area, accuracy and output requirements [64].

In a comparison of terrestrial surveying versus UAV the cost depend on the size of the
measured area and the level of details. Westman gives an example: three houses may
take fifteen minutes to measure terrestrially. For a larger area where more information
is required for 3D-models and possibility of measuring heights of buildings, the terres-
trial method takes up to 50-100 times longer than with UAV photogrammetry. Thus, the
amount of time and with that the cost depends on the type of project and the required
output [163].

Huhta mentions the fact that the collection of data might require a bit more work at
first with the UAV, but it is both time-saving and cost-effective to be able to fly an hour
and then process the data compared to spend several hours in field for surveying [165].

The total investment cost of the UAV project for Falu kommun is around 50 000 SEK,
and they are planning to buy another one for 20 000 SEK. Westman mentions the time as
the most important aspect when you are talking about costs, and it is hard to compare the
amount of time needed since many applications have not been possible before [163].

If one might use Swescans services for collecting geographic data, surveying a neigh-
bourhood in order to get 3D-data, elevation data, orthophoto and so on costs around 20
000 SEK. Surveying a forest has a cost around 30-40 SEK/hectare. Further analysis of
course means a greater cost. However, according to Hansson collection of data with
UAV for projecting is much more cost efficient compared to surveying with terrestrial
techniques [172].
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According to Sällstedt the cost of flying a helicopter is around 20-30 000 sek minimum,
on top of that someone has to be paid to operate the camera etc. In the case of using an
UAV only one operator is needed and the cost is consequently lower [171].

4.5 Accuracy
In this paragraph the accuracy in UAV photogrammetry is discussed, as well as the
differences compared to other surveying methods for the same use.

The quality of the data depends on how the surveying is performed and at which flight
height. Falu kommun have performed several tests, showing that it is possible to reach
5 cm in plane and 10 cm in height. If it is enough or not depends on the purpose. For
basemaps, contours and elevation models it is enough. Which survey method to use is
chosen based on which level of accuracy the customer desires. UAV photogrammetry is
only used when one can know for sure that the accuracy is enough [163]

According to Huhta Metria can not guarantee an accuracy of 2 cm, but they are pretty
close. Whether it is enough or not depend on the application. It is not enough for traffic
planning but it can be used for basemaps. Volume calculations can be more accurate on
the other hand. A person measuring a heap is generalizing the form, it is impossible to
perform accurate measurements with a handheld RTK as an UAV can. The difference in
accuracy is hard to discern, but Huhta mention an improved accuracy in height to be in
the range 8-10% [165].

When flying over an area of 700 hectare the accuracy of Swescans data can be within +/- 4
cm in plane on hard surfaces. The accuracy of the orthophoto is +/- 4 cm as well. The ac-
curacy varies depending on the kind of work performed and the customers wishes [172].

4.6 Legislated Limitations
It is clear that the judgment established in Sweden in fall 2016 has affected all partici-
pants in the industry in one way or another.

For Andreas Westman and his co-worker at Falu kommun the entire UAV business was
discontinued for the whole winter. They applied for the new license in January 2017
and have been able to fly regularly since March the same year [163]. Other respondents
have been flying despite the prohibition. Swescan spent a lot of time and resources on
understanding the judgment and what consequences it would give the company but kept
flying [172]. Metria have only flown on waste facilities and fenced areass [165].

The aim of NCCs UAV use is to be able to show how an area will look in the future
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and get input on how the area can be exploited, have completely been prevented since
there have been no opportunity to collect data in public areas [167].

The judgment affected Sky Eye Innovations market in Sweden since many potential
service providers do not dare to use UAV photogrammetry because of the law and an
uncertain future. Sällstedt think that it was important that the discussion started though,
so that the laws can be changed in favor of the UAV industry [171].

Another obstacle mentioned is airport control zones. Falun has the fortune to not have
any airport control zone in the municipality, and because of that there is no need of call-
ing the airport every time the UAV need to be used. Stockholm is for example almost
completely within either the control zone of Bromma airport or Arlanda [171].

4.7 Future
The future of UAV data collection seem to be laser scanning, thermal cameras and au-
tonomous systems.

Aerial laser scanning has started to become more interesting in terms of elevation mod-
els and their accuracy. Laser scanners in a size that an UAV can carry have not existed
earlier, and so far they are quite expensive, but Huhta thinks that in the future they will
replace a big part of the traditional laser scanning [165]. Dealing with the heavy sen-
sors with a more powerful UAV is also a possibility. Davidov think that because of the
technique getting better and better it is possible that it will develop in the future [167].
In Sweden it is also quite hard to get permission to fly such a large UAV, and they are
also expensive. Hansson is convinced that there will come a range of different sensors.
The lasers are built smaller and smaller and they are soon going to be able to use with
lightweight UAVs as well [172]. There is a great opportunity of a faster workflow used
laser scanners. Today an aerial laser scanner is a huge investment cost, and Westman and
his co-workers at Falu kommun do not think that the benefits match the cost. In the future
the price might be lower [163].

According to Westman next step in the development of the technique is also the use
of thermal cameras. Falu kommun has not encountered any demand yet, but there is a
couple of possible applications that Falu kommun have thought of, including measure-
ment of district heating [163]. Hansson also thinks that the UAV photogrammetry will
also be used more in remote sensing [172].

Sällstedt thinks that the future within UAV-technology is a system that manages itself.
There is an opportunity in making the aircraft even more autonomous, it will be possi-
ble to send away aircrafts that collect data automatically and then return by themselves.
Sällstedt states that the whole industry is moving towards completely autonomous sys-
tems, with aid of so called machine learning. The management of the data is getting better
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and better and will be completely automated in the end. When autonomous systems be-
come more accepted it will be possible to replace persons with systems that handles daily
collection of data with different kinds of aircraft [171]. Hansson agrees and think that
there will also be more automation of the collected data [172].

According to Hansson the UAVs will over all continue to work as a complement for
traditional surveying for a while, but it covers a big range between airplanes and ter-
restrial measuring [172]. In conclusion Sällstedt mentions that the largest growth in the
UAV-industry is within industries. The reason for that is that you want to reduce costs
and make the work more safe for the staff [171].

5 Discussion
This discussion is based on the material collected in the literature study as well as the
content from the interview presented in the section 3, Investigation of Applications of
UAV, and 4, Current Status of UAV Use in Sweden, and is meant to accomplish the
objectives and answer the questions for this thesis. The section is split into four parts;
Using UAVs for new possibilities, Using UAVs as a replacement of other methods, Using
UAVs as a complement of other method and UAVs and the future.

5.1 Using UAVs for New Applications and Unreachable Places
UAVs have become an important tool for geographic data collecting. Experiments and
case studies are done on a professional level all over the world to see how UAVs can
replace or be used as a complement to geodetic surveying and remote sensing. The ex-
periments and the case studies introduced in this report shows that UAVs do not only
replace and complement other methods; they are also used in completely new ways that
has not been possible before. This is also confirmed by the responses derived from the
interviews.

Looking at an archaeological site for example, using UAVs gives the possibility to dis-
cover structures of areas that would take decades, or in some cases would not have been
possible to detect at all, using traditional methods. Due to the high quality 3D models
that are relatively easy to obtain in a short time using UAV photogrammetry, new oppor-
tunities in areas such as building and construction, forestry, landfill, archaeology, natural
disasters and many more have increased. The use of UAVs within building and construc-
tion gives, according to Viktor Davidov from NCC, completely new opportunities such
as fast 3D modelling, discussion basis and better control of projects comparing to the
2D data obtained earlier. Using thermal UAVs gives new opportunities to detect objects
buried under ground such as pipelines and gas leaks.
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One of the most important and new possibilities that is enabled by using UAVs is that
one is able to obtain data from dangerous and unreachable areas such as volcanoes, for-
est fires, damaged areas, mountainous areas and in cases of natural disasters. Using UAVs
in such situations means that no one needs to bet put in danger but that it still is possible
to get close to the area.

5.2 UAVs as a Complement to Other Methods
Looking at traditional terrestrial and aerial methods, UAVs are according to papers, jour-
nals, articles and interviews presented in this report, an ultimate tool to fill the gap be-
tween these methods. Relatively large areas can be covered where features can be ob-
served by the intermediate scale obtained with UAVs. This has especially come to use
in remote sensing applications regarding vegetation analysis, precision agriculture, gas
leak detection, crack detection and more, where satellite or aerial imagery is unsuitable
due to the low resolution but also due to the high cost. Using UAVs gives an opportunity
to capture data close to objects without being settled on the ground. UAVs along with
terrestrial and aerial methods are therefore seen as ultimate complements for each other.

Examples are given where 3D models are obtained using UAV photogrammetry along
with complementary data such as DEMs obtained by terrestrial LiDAR or by total sta-
tions and GNSS. Thus to obtain better quality of detail or complement an area which
cannot be reached by UAVs. Daniel Sällstedt from Sky Eye Solutions explains that when
performing a study of district heating for example, thermal data of the whole heating
network are first collected by a plane to get an overview of the area. When abnormalities
are detected, UAVs can be used for closer inspections. This is also shown in other reports
where UAV images are used to first get an overview of a field, and later, when a area of
interest is detected, go there by foot for further inspections or to solve the problem. In
few reports the result also shows that using UAV to e.g. reconstruct buildings in 3D mod-
els, the best option is to use UAV photogrammetry for topographic data capturing like
rooftops while using terrestrial methods for facades and vertical stratification’s to cover
the whole object. In another report where the aim is to conduct a 3D model of a open-pit
mine, UAV images are used to build a texture model of the slopes while the terrestrial
LiDAR is used to build an accurate geometric model of the slope. The municipality of
Falun is using UAVs today to regularly update a ground model of the whole municipality,
which was laser scanned in 2013.

5.3 UAVs as a Replacement of Other Methods
Every surveying project is unique and depending on the requirements, relevant geo-
graphic data capturing methods needs to be considered. So, it is not possible to judge
that one method is better than another without taking the aim of the project into account,
and what product that is expected to be delivered. The cost of a project usually depends
on the time required to perform the project, while the time on other hand depends on the
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size of the project area, data quality requirements, staff available and more. There are
many factors to consider. But, it is still possible to draw some general conclusions and
comparisons between the methods looking at parameters such as time, cost, data quality,
data management and size of project area.

Comparing UAV photogrammetry with traditional aerial methods and satellite imagery
shows that UAVs are capable to deliver data much quicker, easier, cheaper and more fre-
quent for smaller areas. This is due to the small size of UAVs compared to helicopters,
airplanes and satellites and the fact that no pilot is needed on board. In a project where
landfill surveying was performed it was proved that using an UAV instead of an airplane
led the project to be approximately 30-40% cheaper. The possibility to obtain data more
frequently makes UAVs more suitable in cases where data needs to be obtained quickly
and continuously such as in case of natural disasters, traffic monitoring, accidents and
surface conditions. UAVs also have the ability to get close to objects and in more difficult
areas comparing to airplanes, helicopters and satellites. This leads to higher resolution
and the ability to inspect objects and areas in more detail. The UAV system is also less
dependent of the weather in comparison to the other aerial methods, even though it is
proved in articles and during interviews that errors are caused by weather conditions us-
ing UAVs as well, this due to its light weight and instability. One of the limitations using
UAVs instead of other aerial methods is their inability to cover larger areas in an effective
manner.

UAVs ability to replace terrestrial methods such as total stations, GPS and terrestrial
LiDAR dependence on the size of the area that is to be surveyed, which level of data
quality that is required and what kind of location the area of interest is. It is for example
not effective to use UAVs instead of terrestrial methods to survey three objects, since
this may take around fifteen minutes to obtain using one of the terrestrial methods while
using an UAV would take much longer. However, if a larger area is about to be covered,
then UAVs are a better option since it may take fifty to hundred times longer to survey
using a total station according to Reshetyuk. Erik Willén also mentions that even though
UAVs may be found to be a useful tool in forestry, they may not be found that efficient
or interesting for companies that own larger quantities of forest. However, promising
results are shown when using UAVs instead of terrestrial methods in smaller areas. One
of the main advantages by using UAVs compared to terrestrial methods is the ability to
capture a high amount of data in a short time. Also, no surveying instruments are needed
on the ground. It is therefore possible to reach locations that are not possible to reach
using terrestrial methods. In a case study where a high-speed rail route was going to be
built and surveyed, terrestrial methods were compared to UAV photogrammetry. The aim
of the project was to see the differences in time, cost and quality. It took the UAV team
three months to finish and deliver quality data of cm-level and a whole year for the GPS
team. The municipality of Falun did a project using UAVs where the data acquired for
the project had to be obtained within a month. This would not be possible to do using
terrestrial methods and would take months, while using an UAV, the data was obtained
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in time. Due to the small amount of time required for collecting data in the field, the
UAV offers improvement also in aspects of cost. In a case study regarding landfill, UAV
surveying proved to be 10-20% cheaper than terrestrial survey. A total station can reach
mm-level in accuracy which is not possible using UAVs, but since cm-level is acceptable
in many cases the quality acquired using UAVs is pretty much approved in all papers
reviewed.

Talking to Reshetyuk as well as other companies using UAVs in Sweden, none of them
has used or is using UAV borne LiDAR today due to the high cost of the system. LiDAR
systems are heavy and cannot be placed on board UAVs and the new smaller systems
are expensive. Not many papers related to UAV borne LiDAR are found and only a few
case studies using the system are presented in this report. Conclusions made in one of
them, where UAV photogrammetry and UAV LiDAR were used to measure and monitor
structural properties of forests, were that UAV photogrammetry is more suitable in areas
where the canopy is less dense and UAV borne LiDAR is more suitable where the canopy
is more dense. This is due to the possibilities for the LiDAR sensor to observe objects
or terrain through vegetation. Suggestions are therefore made in a few case studies that
UAV borne LiDAR data may be a better option than UAV photogrammetry in forestry and
vegetation areas. This is for example also mentioned in relation to unpaved road survey,
where some ditches could not be observed due to the cover of vegetation. Same con-
clusions were made when comparing UAV photogrammetry to terrestrial or aerial based
LiDAR that LiDAR is to prefer in vegetated areas as well as in vertical stratifications,
and in cases where data under trees, rooftops or other objects is required.

Thermal UAV are not used as a replacement of any other method except for manual
inspection by foot. Rather it is used as a complement to aerial thermography to get closer
to an inspection area or in a completely new way, as mentioned earlier. An example
is seen in a case where the aim is to detect gas leaks where thermal UAV imagery is
used to detect pipeline insulation and leaks, which can be seen as a replacement for hu-
man inspections if the pipelines are on the ground but as a completely new methods if
the pipelines are buried under the ground. Thermal data is usually captured along with
normal imagery to gain additional information.

5.4 UAVs and the Future
The future of UAVs as a geographic data collecting tool looks promising. The appli-
cations possible for UAVs are many and there will be more. UAVs make it possible to
cover a large range between terrestrial and aerial methods, and works both as a comple-
ment and a replacement for the traditional methods. Due to its low cost and the possibility
to capture a large amount of high-quality data in short time, it has become a popular data
collecting tool all over the world. Looking at the future and what needs to be improved is
the ability to develop the sensors and make the subsystems of the UAVs more appropri-
ate in terms of weight and size. Also an improvement in automation and other technical
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aspects will probably be developed. Daniel Sällstedt from Sky Eye Solutions states that
the whole industry is moving towards completely new autonomous systems. The man-
agement of data is getting better and better and people who handle with daily collections
of data today will be replaced by autonomous systems in the future. Mentioned during
interviews as well as in papers, journals and articles is the possible improvement of Li-
DAR system and to try lowering its high cost.

A current problem in Sweden today is the legislation and permission of the UAV use.
The use of UAVs is mainly limited by the camera surveillance law and the long waiting
time for the permissions that are required to be able to fly. However, the discussion of the
law and the problems that the law causes is important for the future of UAVs. A change in
the camera surveillance law in favor of the UAV industry is expected, which is important
for future use and development in Sweden.

6 Applications in Digpro
This chapter aims to investigate if and how UAV data can be used in Digpros geographic
information systems for network management. The investigation is based on previous
related work at Digpro, literature studies in section 3, Investigation of Applications of
UAVs, and interviews in section 4, Current Status of UAV Use in Sweden.

Digpro provides solutions for all kinds of network-owners in the society, such as water,
gas, electricity, telecom and heating. This analysis is mainly focused on district heating,
gas and power lines.

6.1 Related Work
In 2015 a student in geoinformatics at KTH wrote a degree project on behalf of Digpro
about evaluation of thermal images for detecting leakages in district heating networks.
The main purpose of the study was to investigate the ability to use thermal images to au-
tomatically search for leakages in district heating systems. Image analysis using ArcGIS
and ENVI was performed, including image preprocessing and data classification. The
thermal images used were provided with a thermal camera. The provided thermal images
used consisted of several already confirmed leakages, and all of them was managed to be
found by the used algorithm. The automatic analysis resulted in many false detections
though, caused by for example vegetation or heat leaking from buildings. The accuracy
of the used algorithm was affected by the many false detections.

The proposed algorithm in the thesis proved to be useful, and since it found the actual
confirmed leaks in the data set the result was considered as satisfying. The conclusion
was that automated leak detection in district heating networks would be useful for the
district heating companies since the current method, manual search for leakages, is time
consuming [173].
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6.2 Analysis
Several respondents states in the interviews that thermal camera technique and more spe-
cific district heating as future successful applications for UAV use. This is applicable
in connection with the previous degree project thesis about detection of leakages using
thermal images. As Sällstedt from Sky Eye Innovation mentions, where abnormalities
are detected in the images UAVs can be used for a closer inspection. The UAV images
can be more detailed and have a better resolution and because of that false alarms could
be excluded. Using UAV images instead of regular aerial images also means there is an
opportunity for more continuous updating of the images. Using UAV instead of an air-
plane or helicopter is a better and cheaper system, and it is also more time efficient.

Regarding gas and detection of gas leaks the same kind of technique would be possible
to use but with another type of sensor mounted on the UAV. The method for preventing
false detections that were tried on detection of oil leaks in [120] should be applicable on
heat leakages but also in gas.

In a work where Lidar UAV was used for power line inspection instead of manual,
ground-based inspection a method of UAV power line inspection through automated de-
tection of obstacles using photogrammetric approaches is proposed [121]. There is a
possibility for Digpro having a software/module doing this. The module would be used
both for detection of obstacles for the power lines as well as a way to monitor the condi-
tion in case of some sort of accident. For example, in case of a storm it would be possible
to quickly capture images the area with UAVs and that data would be used to update
Digpros applications. This is both a question of safety as well as time efficient.

Genererally speaking, maintenance and documentation can also be discussed. In the
same way as UAVs are used in agriculture for automatic inventory and irrigation [174],
UAVs will probably be able to drive back and forth over the networks in intervals and
document if it is starting to be overgrown for example. They will also document, or com-
plement the documentation in Digpros products. An UAV will be able to collect data
automatically and in the long run it may be able to make corrections after a couple of
iterations of position and also perform easier repairs of the networks.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this section conclusions and proposed future work based on the work in this thesis is
presented.

7.1 Conclusions
Literature studies and interviews obtained in this report shows that UAVs makes it possi-
ble to cover the large gap between terrestrial and aerial methods, and is able to replace or
complement other methods for data collection. The use of UAVs enables getting close to
an object without having to be stuck on the ground. The work environment also profits
from this since dangerous and difficult areas can be accessed from distance which pro-
vides more safety for those involved. Depending on the project area and the amount of
data required, the UAV data can be collected faster, quicker, cheaper and more frequently
compared to other methods. The use in Sweden is limited due to difficulties linked to
Swedish legislation regarding camera surveillance, as well as long waiting times for the
permissions that are required to fly. However, a change in the camera surveillance law
is expected which means that UAVs will be excluded from the law. That may result in
great benefits for everyone within the industry as well as a continued development of the
technique and the use of UAVs.

7.2 Future Work
In the future it would be interesting to go deeper into the technical aspects of the UAV
system to actually see how it works and how the method affects the captured data. The
navigation system could also be explored to see how the integrated GPS/IMU system
works and what studies have been done on the subject. Also the post-processing could
be looked into as well as software developed for UAV data.

Since the UAV can be used in many situation and areas, it would also be possible to
go deeper into one of the application situations, for example forestry to explore the field
of application in more detail. Another possibility would be to actually go out and perform
different tests by using UAVs instead of just look deeper into what have been done by
others.
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Appendix

Questions for the interviews
• How do you use UAVs for geographic data capture today?
• How does UAVs replace or complement traditional methods?
• What are the advantages of using UAVs for geographic data capture?
• What are the disadvantages of using UAVs for geographic data capture?
• How about the economic aspects?
• How is the swedish law affecting your use of UAVs?
• Are there any other obstacles?
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